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FOREWORD

To f ew pioneers is it given to see the results of their work 
in their own generation. The Y. W. C. A. in China is among 
that favored few. The women of China, are making new paths 
and following them to great fields with a speed and /directness 
that is often bewildering but always challenging. New women, 
do you say ? Yet their modernity is so interwoven with old 
custom as to defy analysis by standards accepted in the West. 
China to-day is a dual identity, with the very old and the 
very new now joining hands, now facing across unfathomable 
depths with hostile eyes. Perhaps' no generation has had so 
stupendous a task as that ofyoung China to-day which'must 
thread its way through such a maze. Moved by the patriotic 
desire to hold the culture of their race intact and its dignity 
and power undiluted, they yet are eager to adopt the best of 
modern science and culture. ■ S

It is in such a China, against a background where old and 
new are .patterned in high relief, that the Y. W. C. A. works. 
These reports, written by foreign secretaries sent from several 
different countries to work With Chinese women while they 
are training for leadership, inevitably reflect this background. 
That they are careful and sympathetic students of the life here 
is evident from these paragraphs. Their experience is here 
presented in the; hope that it may bring some better 'under
standing of the problems, the needs, and the unique talents 
of China, and particularly of Chinese women by whom and for 
whom the Y. W. C. A. exists.

BRIEFLY SPEAKING:

The Young Women’s Christian Association is working in 
the following

Shanghai *
Hangchow Tientsin k
Nanking

>ooC^B
Wuchang (Student work only) Changsha
Hongkong * f/q 'V >r' • > Chengtu jg-
Canton ' 1 ~ I * Chefoo (Pre-organization

.. i§ centre) ’
The combined membership of these city Associations is 

approximately 3,000. 1 ' -
The Young Women’s Christian Association is an active 

factor in student life in China. There are Association groups 
in 91 colleges and schools, with a combined membership of 
6.000. In 1923 there were 16 conferences with an attendance 
of 1,000. . , r i 8 IHi

There are 51 Chinese secretaries and 64 foreign secreta- 
Xs Ml working the Y. W. C. A. throughout China. In 
addition there are 16 foreign secretaries on furlough. (Ihese 
figures are for the spring of 1924.)

During 1923, there were 675 volunteer workers engaged 
in work for the Y. W. C. A.

Associations in cities of China are organized only by re
quest of the combined Christian forces in a community. The 
National Committee responds to such requests with pre
organization help in personnel and frequent consultation by 
travelling secretaries. Upon formal organization, the city 
’Association becomes a part of the National Association.

Plans are under way to provide special training for 
Chinese secretaries and volunteer workers and for those who 
wish to enter the profession. This will be done largely 
through -co-operation with colleges and summer schools and 
community agencies which off er spec ial opport unit y along this
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... iSAssociations offer more.W less ■ testa
Chinese girls needing temporary shelte^W. perma-

fe. A- Club ffor^orelgn Girls has house in 
: is available for meetings, and with an Empioy- 

^.^.Aani Rooms Registry, and Tea-room service. 
Semi-monthly musical TeaSrfa gymnasium, class and a swi 
ming class are added attractions. _

"SPIRlfi WITS SPIRITJCAlt! MEET*.!

Ruth Louise Parker (America) ' - • ' - Shanghai
Every day we can see the East and the West meeting in China. 

They meet in commodities sold in the shops, mangoes cheek by 
jowl with Campbell’s soups and persimmons consorting with Ivory 
soap. They meet in queer eclectic costumes—a Chinese girl’s costume 
crowned with a homemade hat of pale blue silk! Who would have 
the heart to tell her that only three-year-olds, at home would wear 
•S'O infantile a style? And would she care when told? For it needs 
only a casual glance in the mirror to assure her 
headgear is really bewitchingly becoming. And 
Chinese colleagues regard our debonnaire draping of 
panel over the end of a piano? How crude our 
we our sei ves often perceive as we discard treasures 
our first months in China.

We have come so to accept all sorts of internationaI combinations 
in Shanghai, in everything,. from meals to marriages, that we take 
queerness for granted, perhaps even forgetting to smile at a ricksha 
coolie who has appropriated a foreign woman’s dilapidated hat, around 
which he has wound his queue in lieu of a hat pin. In Shanghai, H 
Chinese girls dress their hair foreign fashion as likely as not, and 
we foreigners carry Hangchow, umbrellas as a matter of course and 
use a temple gong to announce our meals. ' '

We can hear the West and the East meeting in strange discords 
and harmonies. The wheel-barrow squeaks piercingly to the accom
paniment of automobile horns and factory whistles. Tom-toms driv
ing away evil spirits are heard above the sound of the piano which 
accompanies our students in the Normal School in their charming, 
interpretative dancing.

To me the most distressing sound of any in China is one I heard 
first during an autumn-night in Hangchow and have since, recognized 
all over the land,—a thin, uncertain piping on the hills. I could 
not place or explain it. Intermittent, tentative, with a faraway faint
ness, it was so sweet, so eerie, that I was charmed. "The pipes 
of Pan" I told myself, and indeed could think of no more plausible 
explanation. Soon 1 came to know that fit must be the bugle practice 
of some wakeful soldier

The soldiery of China! It is a tragic thing both for what it ’ 
now is and for what it portends. Often rhe recruits are young 
country lads scarcely more than children. I saw many such in Foo
chow, of whom a Chinese woman said, “They are thrust into uniforms.

. without any training, or education, or notion of whom or why they 
are called upon to fight." To see such an awkward squad doing .

—• 4 ’""T
The Y W. C. A. puts special emphasis on religious edu

cation in all its work. Two travelling secretaries as well as 
those resident in local centres conduct, Bible classes and In
stitutes and work closely with the Church in the communi y. 
Several study books have been written and published, especia y 

adaPXks and pamphlets of technical value in social work 
and of general interest to Christian wot^n are ^issupd^from 

time to time, as well as a
the Association and women and girls of to-day

Seven citv Associations are now participating i pular EteXn movement. Women and children of wid< 
’ different ages stud^fAether the thousand characters teugned 

to bring literacy within the reach of the working peop .
Every city Association has from one to twenty-nine dubs 

for younger girls, with a carefully planned program designed 
t.o bring Jvllopment of mind, body and spint aeeordmg to 

Christian ideals. . ’ SM .
Two national industrial secretaries are assigned to work 

* with the Industrial Commission of the National Christian.

tOWEight citv Associations offer more or less extensive hostel 
j __  AJtor nr norma.-

service 1 
nent home.
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take care 
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' that the foreigner in China to-day enjoys an immunity from danger, 
a security in times of threatened trouble, which is not shared by

. the Chinese? For example, none of us foreign women give a thought 
to the presence of soldiers in a town, whereas Chinese women and 
gi<rIs sometimes dare not venture on the street. ■

When I was in the harbor of Amoy, word came to the Scotch 
captain of our British coaster from the Commissioner of Customs ' 
that rumor had it that a rival governor of Amoy, a
about to engage in hostilities against the present > official 
our ship was anchored within direct range of the guns 
To which advice the first officer protested, “But they will 
not to touch us; they would never dare to risk that/’ Is 
th at mo re and more the Ch ines e a re resent ing these immuiiit ies and I
privileges which safeguard the foreigner? Thousands of American 
soldiers quartered in Tientsin . to protect our “rights”; the foreign.

| concessions exempt from the laws of the land; foreign gunboats 
which I have seen in the harbor of Canton and up the Yangtsze 
River, how accutely irritating these presences must be to patriotic

I Chinese!. '
There are other irritations, which require only a minimum im

agination to sense. In too many cases we foreigners come as leaders, 
pot learners,' a position- dangerously favorable to our self-love. Again 
from the nature of the case we are likely frequently to touch native 
life at its weak, not at its strong, points. Sometimes I fear w-e are 
rather smug. I know that often in our Western rapidity we un
consciously seek to eliminate stages in evolution simply by ignoring

■ them, and then it is that our wiser Oriental colleagues courteously, 
wait for us to come to our senses. We represent by our very 
presence an investment of a staggering, amount of capital. Our 
living conditions, compared with those of Chinese women in similar, 
social and professional positions, are luxurious. We live in little' 
safety zones Perhaps most unfortunately of all from the point of 
view of Chris tian ethics, it sometimes happens that almost from the 
day we arrive, ignorant and bewildered, we are put in a position to 
teach or lead the Chinese. In the eyes of our co-workers and friendly 
bystanders we must of ten miss the mark ludicrously, even painfully. 
Such a situation; might well—and sometimes does—when we do not 
wrap ourselves ia our own egotisms, give us an inferiority complex, 
It is clear that the only real solution for both our amazingly tolerant 
colleagues and ourselves is by the way of true Christian humility. 
Narrow is the way, and yet some there be that find it,—perhaps 
fewer among us than among thorn.

Yet it is a fact that out of such unpromising conditions there 
do grow many very real friendships, many fellowships in common 
tasks and aspirations. That our trust in one another is justified in

the goose-step was enough to make ““ ’ cffect-and WitH-

out a chance to send word to thetr fam.l e . are to nors,
to take part in a futile,rendleSS.vrcjo^cml^. own ends. and *e  
or generals, use these Wpless vic >m effect bandit chiefs,
people pay. Those who Xma„' cares to the feudal barons of the 
comparable, I suppose in ma y ’ , an(| lose andMiddle Ages. Such. XXXSrX ^klX are qua#
those who fight and wm. Wag streets they force ricksha,
tered upon the villages. They drtll Xt XX ofd temples and 
coolies to carry them without pay. TX'’ and °r|, and stories 
deface them. They terror.se Chinese wome .and g'’’own'pS®#i 
X" their leaders/small wonder it is that

are far from the native genius of the Chinese g P 
discipline, organization, scientific accuracy |

fenventional, peaceable, not adventurous. ^XfunTtion it is to

Me ^ certain Anglo-Saxons. Among Chinese Christ.ans .t seem 
that rhe philosophy of non-resistance finds, ready soil, an mo 
pos five teaching such as that propagated by the Fellowship of Reconcd.a- 
SX toi the Ipplicability Of the law of love is W"S|s S

Surely some definite propaganda against .militarism see .
more urgent in view of the that .Xth/Xn kfne
standin- army in the world, an army which, like the lean Xine^ i 
Pharaoh’s dream, will consume the mterpah strength ot‘be nanon 
Ion. before it can face a foreign foe. KM minds of many returned 
students, a ciass which is at least potentially most
seems no other way but of China’s tragm andehaptic W®
that found in the adoption of Western methods of defence Wit

' crood reason apparently, for is it not due to these militaristic met i



a thousand pleasant ways, that the bands that bind us are strongej 
than alVcauses of esttangement, that our .«■». |
love are more powerful than bur racial and national dlffere"ce^"® J 
Obvious facts constitute our faith, their faith and ours’_ that spi^ 
with spirit can meet” and that the Kingdom of God is nearer i-U 
consummation because we, Chinese and foreigners, are toget er «a n 
ing how to work and live and love.

by the priests within, 
the 13th year of the

A CHANGING RELIGIOUS OUTLOOK.

Catherine Hotchkis (Scotland) ? 4. J Mukden
In Peking in the Llama Temple we witnessed a strange and inter

esting ceremony. It is an old temple with about fifteen hundied
priests, seven hundred of whom are resident; five hundred ofthese 
are Mongolians and two hundred are Thibetans.WheJ we arrived at the gate-bf the Temple a Me g.rl, of 
twelve or thirteen attached herself to us as ginde. and she informed 
us with great excitement that the yellow silk .sedan chair , wh.c^ 
we saw outside1 the gate of the inner court belonged to 
Buddha” and that if we Waited we would see the living
a few moments. Naturally we thought he had already ’r.tlved “ "*_ e 
beautiful sedan chair and was being received 
but we forgot for the moment that this was
Chinese Republic and that sedan chairs have given place to mptor 
cats 'in the Capital at least. In a few moments a beautiful motor car 
drove up and out of it stepped the “living Buddha” resplendent inrobes 
of brilliant vellow satin and wearing a yellow embroidered,hat and 
a long chain. Ashe alighted from the car, he was greeted by some 
priests in vellow silk gowns who had been Imtermg m lazy fashion 
about the court waiting for the “living Buddha” to appear. A ter 
much bowing they disappeared into an jnner ®Otp’fa^ °
sedan chair stood without the inner gate, an emblem of the past

J Our little guide conducted us into the next court and into tb“ 
large room where the priests hold their services-here some thirty 
priests, men and boys, were sitting on the floor chanting, sway g 
their bodies to and fro to the rhythm of the monotonous music At m 
side of the large room which was hung with tapestries and filled 
with idols and incense burners, etc., were rows
with offerings of meat and fruit and cakes. Near #he front of the 
room stood what appeared to be a canopy of yellow satin

After ten Or fifteen minutes we were rewarded by re
appearance of the “living Buddha” and the priests. Silently They 
into the Temple room and took their places before the shrine, me 

“living Buddha” on a kind of raised throne where he sat cross-legged 
while the priests continued the service of chanting and drum beating. 
He was a man of about forty, or forty-five and, far from realising the 
dignity and solemnity of his position, he seemed to be throughly bored 
and gazed restlessly round about him.

For some time the rhythmic chanting continued; then several mem 
advanced and raised the silk curtains which we thought a canopy, and 
revealed a large relief map of Thibet in gay colorsJof green, blue, . 
red and yellow. It was modelled on a slightly raised platform, The 
drums crashed, the trumpets blew, and a procession in garb entered 
from the Temple and marched slowly round the map until they 
■encircled it.

For some time we . watched them, fascinated by their weird and 
stately dance as they turned and bowed and waved their .arms- while 
they encircled “Thibet” to the beat of the monotonous music and 
chant. They were driving out the devils, the tittle girl said, and 
that was all we could understand of the strange spectacle and of the 
“living; Budda” who probably had come from Thibet on purpose for 
ihe ceremony.

1 What interested us most of all was a group of peasant -women'*  
who were kneeling on the floor beside us, their hands clasped in 
front of. their sweet, faces, their lips moving in prayer, their bodies 
bowing low. For them it was all intensely real; to them the “living 
Buddha” surely impersonated the sacred Buddha whom they worshipped; 
"theirs was the simple’ faith which bowed in reverence and asked 
no questions. Strange contrast to some priests who were standing 
beside us not taking part in the service; theirs was only the interest 
■of curiosity and of something slightly out of the usual routine.

Still stranger contrast, to the young educated Chinese of to-day to 
whom such rites seem only superstition. Slowly but surely the influence 
of Christianity arid ofthe West is making itself felt; to the younger 
educated generation the worship of idols, the burning of incense and 
lighting of candles, etc. means little or nothing.

As I go in and out of the homes in Mukden, for the most part 
I still find the pictures of the gods on the walls, the incense burners, 
the candle sticks, but generally speaking it is only the older people 
to whom these mean anything; the younger generation seem to have 
cast belief aside. “We do not believe in anything is a common 
expression of their lack of faith. Societies have arisen which boast 
no faith in God but which seek to inculcate virtue, using modern 
methods which will appeal to the preset times.

In Mukden there seems to be a coldness and indifference to things 
religious; at least amongst the women and girls with whom we 
come in touch; amongst the poorer classes I think there is still that
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earring in
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'■ Next
coffin out,

And when we came 
unanimously felt.

sense of worship 
Llama Temple.

What are we 
reach them; how 
while their form 
God arid in Christ a source 
And to me the answer seems

We believe in a fourfold programme or we would not be try
ing to carry it out. but are we not sometimes m danger of getting 
so immersed in Association activities that we forget to give always 
the first place to our great aim and purpose of ■ bringing the women 
and girls of China to know Christ? Our Association is a link 
between the Church and the great non-Christian mass outside the 
Church. Could we not as an Association do more to help the Churc 
could we not help her to develop more along institutional lines so t at 
Christians would feel that the Church took an interest in them on 
other days besides Sunday, and that Christianity was something which 
they live out in their everyday life ?

is the reason? At 
the dead man to 
then^L,.^-— , 
be accompanying it; if any

“Such a reply is unanswerable for in many cases 
Ip Recently it was my priviBe to attend a Retreat iri 

thirty men and women leaders gathered together to think and pray 
and talk things over. Bravely they faced the failure of the church, 
recognising that many Christians were only som name;
they had entered the church in the pre-Boxer days when to be a 
Christian meant material advantage because they had the protection 
of the church and of the foreigners whose power was then much 
greater than it is now; or they were quite illiterate and so unable 
to nourish their Christian lives. ,

Again they realized that the Social Gospel had been neglected, 
that the Church had not united to combat the evils ofSociety 
had not made its voice heard or influence felt. And when we cam. 
to the constructive part of our discussion it Vas unanimously felt 

' 1 That the Christian home was of paramount importance in
winning China to Christi The Church must try to establish a ^h 
ideal of home life. It must face such questions as the marriag 
system, relationship of husband and wife, family worship training 
of children, etc., and in order to Ty W C A
(a) Better Home Club such as run by the Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. C. . 
in Mukden should be started in other places and (£>) that an effort 
be made to teach illiterate Christians to read.

2 That in the presentation of the Christian Message the wonder- 
ful heritage of China’s past, her civilization, customs, etmcs an 
religions must be regarded as a preparation for .the *
Chit All that is good must be kept. We must bring people to 
see that lofty as the Confucian ethics are they lack the>love and 
spiritual power which is found in Christianity.. Again our opportunity 

great in reaching the non-Christian women of the middle
We have free access into their
friends '

which we found in those peasant women in the 

going to do I ask myself, how are we going to 
are we going to bring to them the realisation that 
of religion ’ has failed to satisfy them, there is i« 

; irce of love and power which is endless ?
-ms to lie in the awakening of the Christian 

•Church (ihintii the Christians really live rhe <»sti« HWihow'can 
we expect Christianity to attract the non-Cfirtstians. Vour reltgn 
sound? very welFSthey say., ’‘We adn*W,the  teachings- of Jesus 
^8 are loftier than those of Confucius, but Chnstians do not 
live up to Christ's , tea things. They are not better than anyone else.

____ 1.. for in many cases it is alas, only too

(Austria) Shanghai
Sometimes as you walk along the streets you see^a man with 

great black plaster stuck on his forehead or on his leg. If you ask what 
is the matter, he has a headache and has put on a plaster to ease it 
Or he has an ulcer, and has covered it with a plaster 
Ektemhappimi^s^ ffiu^ adimred^ theW^ «p the sore place, 
and by and by it will be better. n

A little boy has a silver earring m his ear. Why. He is n y 
son and very precious. to family; Knowing this, the evil spirits 
will take special pleasure in harming him. So his mother puts an

Ilfe la his and then the spirits will pass him by, thinking he 
girl. Easily fooled, the spirits, but malicious—very.

door there is a funeral; they are getting ready to take the 
wmn out. Sohn, unimportant member of thee family^ some friend 
is letting off great fire crackers; the wplostons are deafenng. What

death a great many spirits came to take the soul
■au ,.,a.. the' place' of '> darkness,' and the house .is-full of. 

When the coffin leaves the front door all the deeds must
r stay thev will bring disaster on the household.

Sb'flJ'tSers'ai-eused to drive tfen all put*;;  Not one; must;remain.;
In the seventh month if you should happen tobe walking tn te 

country, you may happen to stumble on an eiaborate -emony ^ng 
on in a temporarily erected mat shed, M tn a temple,, Priests are mere, 
Sod naZ houses and horses and boats; spirit money^s being burned. 
X^eX.«.red, F.,r what purser ^appease fewa^- 
? ' ..hosts, of beggars or other poor homeless wanderers, who on ear
had no mie belonging to them, and at death are lonely and deserted,
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fox ghost. He cannot injure the strong

■ XIXXa ye^‘po-i|w>Me^iriC

: the fox ghost.

•3.. * , ' /'■ s

In the fifth month you may4 see all the babies in little imitation 
tiger skin coats, with tiger caps and shoes. The fifth month is a bad 
time for sickness; the spirits are specially powerful. Perhaps the 
tiger may frighten them away, and perhaps the strength of the tiger 
may pass to the child.

A child falls sick, and her family blames the people next door, 
where fever has recently broken out. Next door protests its innocence;'- 
they are Christians, and their spirits are not maliciqfis. So the child's^ A 
mother calls in a witchwoman to make^sure. She sits rolling her eyes 
at the incense candles and presently goes into a trance. “No, it is 
not the family Hext door whose spirit has made your child sick. It 
is an uncle of your father’s. Years ago he was killed in the Taiping 
rebellion, and nobody knew where his grave was, and everyone forgot 
to worship him. or to burn gifts to his spirit. Because of this he 
has been bitterly wretched, hungry and unclad and cold; the devils 
have tormented him past bearing, and so he has taken your child to 
sell for a slave, and so provide himself with the things he needs.” . The 
mother asks in terror,“And is the child already sold?” Like the voice 
of doom comes the answer, “Already sold 1 and the child dies.

Thunder is a god, and lightening a goddess. If you have offended 
her, she points you oUt to the thunder god, flashing light on you front 
the two 'mirrors which she holds ■ in ■, her hands., and the thunder god 
will strike you dead. . ,

A little old lady is going1 up to the temple to worship’; she has 
come more than eighty miles to this temple, a very pious old lady. Her 
home people fear her temper and the force of her tongue, and they 
are glad of her piety; it takes her away for whole weeks at a time! 
She has a store of cash and coppers, and as she goes along the steep 
road to the temple, she does good deeds, a copper to a leper without 
hands, a cash, to a Whining child, two coppers to an old, old womafn 

the dust. Arrived at the temple she kneels and 
as often as her piety prompts her, then she lights 
and red candles, and puts them in front of the 
there so 

full of strips of bamboo, each numbered, 
of the strips works itself out, 

priest sitting at a table near by. 
hands her her fortune, all neatly 
for a, copper. Next she goes to 

another priest," who for money gives her a yellow paper with characters 
written bn it, and a beautiful yellow envelope to put it in. H 
are curious as to what is ha it the priest doesn’t mind telling you. 
is to have golden tiles on her house in the next world. —- 
person gets the privilege of seeing her enemies suffer in torment while

darkness,! fur twenty-four hours T?"

’I11 have contributed
dangerous, so all the p P ,;u nlacate their anger. Allbsally tcwarg ‘^"XVXXXd’ spirit/ 
■woman says, it is specialty 1 .. . , u. „ Thev
they can harm you; it doesn’t matter 1.. 
wouldn’t hurt you anyway.’’

Perhaps you are going through a 
house which a friend has just built ;Youjay 
r *7^< s“S“^wordss’Sj may induce evil.” 
the matter,? These a . houseboat the boat comes to a

Going down a certa.n canal .n a Hke magpies suddeuly

iX;d2 

Si TAou^rX here, Seme harm will befall us or

you. Be quiet, hush! uJ chnkted right on the tramline,- In a big modern house m Shanghai, situated^right^^^^

lives a wealthy family, w,th in money. In the garden
“all modern conveniences. They a . y detaii. Food is set 
Is a little house fully furnished, per . «Who lives
out three times a day, and the e isu™e here” “Hasanyone

-O. this is ®. like a lltee O!d
pS? depends ||g||

Tf kxr Unv chance we should, then trouoie ,
” b> southing about him that is «

and fl|tering. That night she.wakes “^rn„The § 
.AsXv^^^'iinXXXralyred with fear.

she stays for two years. ; N find the cause of
girl lies dying in « ro^ can^

Doctors try m vam. ™ , \! { ish and exhausted.
• Kntmr but everv morning she is ieverisn anu . r,s better, out evci, ■ H +V1A window to look put.

ight the. ^Xe^rl’s house he sees a
I , ,• ■' • its eves are flaming red.cat It is dazzling white, us ey n

■ where the girl sleeps, and prepares to climb do
1 n noise and the creature turns and The man makes a noise, ana, then vanishes silently. Lt is tn. 

man, Ibut his venom goes past 
two months; “her.blood dries
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with our minds
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a transferred fear. Instead of 
only one God, but He is so

baptised. Jlvhy donCyou join the churcfi||ahd then your son would get 
a job quite certainly.” The old heresy which Job refused so long ago 
is Wishing bravely. .%oth Job serve God for naog^?” 
girl says “^bn’t wf?get any rew&fe in Beaten? Th^what on earth 
is the use of trying to be g&M*  Calamity.the punishment of 
sin, Job and Jesus notwithstandi^Wear reigns; only perfeit 
love- which casts out fear.

Prayers are long—the longer the better. Often they run fluently 
through the f^iar a set formwhich is heardg^where.
Wghas father‘feypnotic effect; they ^re trying to be heard for their 
many words. •

God is so far away, Jesus stands between Him and men, separating 
us from Uts-^ager. ^ A woWtan says, “I hWteGod, but I„do love Jesu& 
How did sh^come to iha^'idea. about 'Hit God and Father, who was 
in Christ reconciling the world to Himself ? «, 7l | -vt
'^iHowhas alltlwcAe.'^C^ Where have all these misconception# 

crept in ? ,t . 7 ,L
Perhaps we have followed the practice of "the old Chinese doctor;, 

over the spot full of fear and apprehension we have clapped a plaster, 
Christianity ready made. And there is the plaster—and underneath are 
all the old fears and suspicions, the old hopes and calculations. ,.

Perhaps we have used the Old Testament idea of reward for 
service U much, forgHfeW that oflfered H,S£ fnends. *
Cross Perhaps we have been in too much of a hurry for results, and 
havfe hot had time to uncover all the mmd.
We prescribe a universal remedy without making a careful diagnosis, 
and so our cure doesn’t get in far enough. Perhaps we have use 
fear as a motive for getting people into the ArWWgettihgjfee^en^i ■ .. 
te'Wdi God was willing tp^o in Order fo proVO •

only real appeal. ' . , , f 1L-
It may be that Westerners can never get to the bottom of this, that 

we are too far removed or too unimaginative to help as we would ; 
to Perhaps it is a task for the youth of China. Already superstition 
is vanishing, as education spreads. And it may be that only those in 
close touch with the background can know what has to be cast out of 
hearts before God’s whole truth can come m. Perhaps the dragon of 
fear will never be vanquished until there rides against it a young bt. 
George, fearless, shining wife fefehght M the .W of nghtemp^g 
felled with f aith in the Hod Whom J^us ^me to prO<daim^m^=- 
voung Christians to whom is committed the task of freeing the minds 
of their own people from^rk s^stition fearGt For them as they 
get ready for the battle your prayers are asked.

recite parts
jesus.1^^,,^,^,^,,;..-,^^.... -Ill 
the bottom of their minds ?

all the spirits to be afraid of 
very He
be fooled, but by di.i.ent .bun-b
must be placated. H at those whose piety is waxing feeble,
and Bible reading. b suddenly become blind says, “It is because
A woman whose child ■ church and about praying: God is
I have been careless a ou gom „ Bible woman urges her
punishing my child becausea ,shQrt and it 
hearers to become Christians, eternal happiness in heaven.”
will soon be over, and then you g „It certainly pays to be
A woman is visiting yp^ines we were
a Christian; none of my tamuy n £..^ - .

A very definite thing, h^eligion;

can put your finger on it tk grohl of normal
; < ; What wonder that when wegq to talk
seboo! students o„ the plate go
i-t They ardent younp what ca„ we do,
with our minds full 0 » .• » jo us it means
talking different languages runotnai and the gentlenessof Easter and the glory of Christmas ano me o
I I mothers. All the wonders of art^ Poetry ««1 J

™ “Ant- Father" T o them too often it means
"pGZns^d meehafnl worship: sly priests, ignorant country men, 

and deluded old women. _ in a temple, whose
I have not told Aout 7? t ^“baGouehed Gme deep.

a home, pious, gentle, sam , who may be a devout
>am«y. Nor
peaMabric jjfe. Va^owdri

good

deeds for consequent prosperity. . we rome along to teach them 
What happens to these women q{ new understanding and .

Christianity? Sometimes, a b t {or God fe/1 get through

-A X V'ther^ at

Too often a transferred superstition,
cs....... , there is. ■ ...

terrible than all the others. They could 

be’ earned by diligent church going 
those whose piety is waxing feeble. 
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the music of many

Fanny Pomeroy Brow n (America )
The nun kneels quietly to be filled with 

musician waits on the sounds of God. He

plays softly on the withered bamboo leaves^

branch. Thousands of bees give a soft bass note 
•bean honey. Faintly comes the sound 

' he makes his steady way

VOICES |||g|
Shanghai 

the spirit of God. The 
sits in the open court 

He hears spring in the breeze that 
■■||| |jjR®t IS 

. He hears the liquid notes of birds

‘ • a net work through the 
comes staggering under some

as they sway on a 

of the boatman’s oar in perfect rhythm, as 
along one of the many canals. , .

On the narrow foot paths that make 
paddy fields, the wheel barrow man c ... .
teat weight, and. as he comes he mutters sounds deep from Ju 
stomach pit as if he would say, had he the strength to spare. Of 
God let not the burden fall.” Far across the fields comes ^ay 
Ho Hay Ho from the carrier coolie as he nips along w g -
Xs the split half of a bamboo pole across one shoulder wit 
heavy load hanging from each end. His staccato voice keeps time 
with his feet. Down from the hills echoes the sharps click of th

, chisel Then the 'most beautiful of songs—the stone
°f r “r ‘« 

mountain, a song so rhythmic and of such clear tone that t « ^avtes 
burdens might seem as nothing when singing coolies carry them.

>nsidc the high wall ..Ithe temple come enchantmS so“n < 
The Buddhist monk worships with chanting prayer and as he chants 
le h“clear resounding mellow tone of the hollow wooden drum 

somewhat the shape of a belt which hv stnkea as
a dark corner comes the deep tones of a ug . ' . ‘t1
nieditative Vibrattons, which reach the depth of pnes^soul.,/, ^^

Into the musician’s court come the sounds from the stre 
He knows them all and from the sound he can »lct”reJ.he.drlf^ 
vendors the passing workmen, all the myriad parts of the busy 
Z“| al » ivj dh ^streets.' For dn China, they never vag

letis father to the sound. He hears the sitmerant.cottow jne« 
merchant call out in song to advertise his gay goods; his voice 1 
Xte and loud and’lw^mk has'a stiff rhythmfthat seems to make 
the p^e buy. Th^ld dried olive man sings idj^BVenn^ » 

^“Th?honoZ0p0em“®pping of a baX c*der  announces 

the traveling kitchen 'and th^ intervals of quiet spwk of pat^age 
TIm Mssers-by. The gay jingling of stops tell of
the advent of the petty hardware man who carries his stock in an

musician ------
yard of a Chinese farm house, 
warm with the sun i .
not yet their time to refreshen

they fly to suck the soy-'

along one of the many canals.

I
| *V Steady '$i®rus|||oyr loud, ,|

now soff, from a new building where a hundred coolies are carrying 
mortafy Ai; .-bricks, or lumber and singing a kind of antiphonal'01ia.HfQ, 
whose monotony makes strange contrast .1 jsnth the lusty voices of 
the singers. And from t'me to time comes the song of the pile- . , 
driver, that classic among chanteys, with the clear tenor of the 
leader ringing out gloriously in a melody that begins with a high ,
note of challenge and proceeds until it reaches the long succession 
of deep abdominal tones that are timed perfectly with the pull of 
the men on the ropes that lift the heavy driver for its next 
drop on *'  the' pile it is sending straight into the. ground beneath. 
The musicians smile to ■ catch the words of the leadet as he uses . 
the rhythm of his song to remark on the passing events in the 
street.^-some comment on the big feet of foreign woman perhaps, 
•or a reminder to his hard-working colleagues that it will soon be

| time for rice and tea.
Quietly in a little shop across the narrow street a man plays his 

flute as he a waits his customers, the Chinese flute that is plaintive and 
| mysterious. full of purity of tone and yet of the wildness of the winds 

in the trees. How can one tell the importance of the flute in the Chinese 
if J It is played happily' in the wedding procession; played sadly 
in the funeral march; played in the crowded city streets, and on the 
boats.,so thickly crowded at the river’s edge. In the twilight this sound 
-seems tb mingle with sounds of another world. ’ v 'WWG"'

With all this natural music that seems to well up easily as 
from a common throat, t^c°ntrast;> the Chinffopera i 

remarkable. They seem to have turned away from the beautiful 
pure tones that predominate in the whole symphony of the Chinese 
people. Is it because until very recently men have always taken the 
part of women on the stage that they sing with thi^ high nasal 
penetrative tone; or is this unnatural sound to amuse the people ?

The musician prefers the quiet chair in his courtyard, with the 
song of the birds, the bees, the sounds from the fields and from the 
streets, where he can meditate on the beauty of a people, who make <, 
a song for kibor.
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DREAMS WILE COME TRUE
MS H. • JEt Chefoo

Alice C. Holmes (America)
Out in the village*  of^ftuang U

a farfy oFwangf Wang En Ssu bad been “cursed" w«h five 
daughters and then, late in life, blessed with one son, Wang Me 

fourth daughter, was a bright little th.ng and by the 
time 11 thirteenth birthday came around she was quite asA*Pa  
as her mother in preparing their five o’clock evening meal. Her 
fingers were deft in patching her lather's clothes and consequently, 
she tecame his favorite among his daughters Indeed the others who 
sfill remained at home he scarcely noticed save with an occasio 
curse Mei Chen was already bcthrothed to the son o a neio
and she knew that when her fifteenth birthday came she was to 
be ma' ned^wd^arsihefdft the W had gone to the city; to work 
in one of the silk filature factories where pongee thread was made, 
Onlv in the two summer months when the; heat w to^^r^ 
the productionof pongee thread did he return home, pale and listless 
from his ten months confinement within factory walls, for he ate and 
Xi as wen as worked there, was only allowed to go onts.de on 

family every indulgence was 
given. Spoiled and pampered, he ordered his sisters about qmte as 
though he were lord of creation Sometimes into Mei .Qjens m n 

OlS shadowtbfpresentment as .She WW, her fatherjtaylng clothes, for 
■ the boy who already had. so it seemed to her. an ample stipp y, w 11 s 

she he'rself had not had a new Kua-tzu since she could remember 
Always it had been an old one of her mother's or her sisters which 
had *r.  With her trousers it was just tte same W
her shoe, and feet were her, joy. Twice she had had cloth enough to 
make new shoes' and’they looked so well on her tour inch 1/ouiid 
feet that she could scarcely tear herself away from contemplating 
them And so from day to day life went on very peacefully in die 
village From sun-use to sun-set Mei Chen worked hard, bu 
she often took her work out in the sun and as she sat on a low stoo 
her fingers and tongue flew busily.

One day her father came home in great excitement. He had 
just heard that Li’s daughter who had gone to. Chefoo some month, 
before to work in a hair net factory had been promoted to the room 
where the last inspection was made, and that she; was. getting 
but this was almost too much to be believed-thirty coppers a day. 
If a stupid girl like the Li daughter could earn tnat mumficen 
sum he knew that his daughter could, without half trying He, 
moreover, was going to the city next day. tor it was market day,
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to sell a hundred head of cabbage,, and Mei Chen could ride in otF 
the donkey instead of walking as most other girls who went to the 
city had .to do. But this she must promise, and the curse of the 
gods would lie upon her if she broke it! That every cent above 
her living expenses would be given to her father. He would see 
to it that she had enough clothes until she married, and nothing else, 
being a girl, did she need. •

. On the back of the family beast of burden, therefore, Mei Chen 
rode to town the next day. Her father took her first to the big 
factory where Li’s daughter, with a thousand other women, was 
employed in inspecting and mending the hair nets as they came 
in from the country. No new girls were needed so her father took 
her to a smallei factory employing two hundred women. To be 
sure the hours were"longer—from 6 a.m to 6 p.m. with time out 
for breakfast and lunch—but that was unimportant. What did matter 
was the fact that the pay was less, for here she must begin on ten 
coppers a day, finally working up to twenty-five if she proved 
herself a good worker. But even that amount could be a great 
help to the Wang family and she might be able to change to the other 
factory sometime later on. So into this factory Mei Chen went. At 
first,her eyes and fingers were slow, but gradually she acquired the knack- 
of handling the nets .rapidly. It wasn’t easy always to remember 
not to talk as she worked. Sire wondered, doo, why her head ached 
so frightfully on some days, never guessing that it was the closeness 
of the room from which all fresh air had been carefully excluded

Mei Chen lived with a relative who had two little rooms which 
were quite distant from the factory. Every morning she rose at 
■five o’clock in order to get there on time- and returned at seven.’ 
•o’clock at night to get her own evening meal. As she walked home 
with the others the -conversation was often about what' each girl 
would buy if her earnings -were hers to spend as she pleased, about 
the1 silk’ coats -and trousers and good things to eat that she would, 
buy. Mei (.'hen had another idea and an old ambition cherished since ’
her early years came again to the surf ace. She did so long to be
able to read and write. Once she had spoken of it and how they
had laughed, all except two others who timidly said that they, too,
wanted to learn because their fiances could read and write, ’twas said.

Just three months after Mei Chen's arrival at the factory a 
noon procession caused her to flock to the street with the others. 
There was a band of Chinese musicians and marching behind it 
were hundreds of men and boys and even some girls all carrying 
banners with characters on them. A young man standing near read 
some of them aloud. "Make Chefoo literate in ten years,” "The thous
and character lessons.” "A chance for everyone to read and write.” 
What did it all mean anyway? Soon Mei Chen learned that it meant
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a chance for her to read and write. She told Her forewoman to 
sign the enrollment slip for her, and two weeks later she was in 
a class of thirty girls—one of twenty such classes scattered over the 
city——learning to read and write one thousand of the mostcom- 

v monly used characters in the Chinese language.: Because she came 
directly to the class-room from work she had no supper until nine 
o’clock. This, however, was' a small matter.; the important thing 

: «was that one of the greatest longings of Mei Chen’s life was being met.

Who yet knows what ‘‘Popular Education” may mean to China, 
or where it may lead her in her awakening. Slowly the movement is 
spreading from place to place and masses of the people whose 
thoughts have always’ run in the same grooves as ran the thoughts 
of their ancestors are learning to—think!

||||

POPULAR EDUCATION IN TSINANFU "

Emm avail America) 'ji /fsinanfu
The eyes could not picture a more delightful workshop than 

mine—a courtyard, hung with wistaria blossoms and centering atound 
M a crooked stone topped by a Christmas tree, and to the south, TWO; 

small rooms with doors and windows made for the delight of old 
Father Dustwind, who rattles and blows violently to assure us that 
Spring has come. Within, are several rows of straight chairs, a 
blackboard, a teacher’s table; on the wall hang huge sheets of large 

II. Chinese characters, and an attendance chart, especially designed as 
a psychological incentive, and not for beauty. This is the equipment 
of our school—the last word' in pedagogical experimentation.

Could the mental test enthusiasts but drop in upon us, they 
would find vast fields for their conquering. Forty women and girls, 
all the way from fourteen to forty-eight, assemble in our “halls” five 
times a week, completely blissful in their zest for learning, in spite 
of their ignorance of the existence of "I. Q's.” We know in a vague 
way—and so do they—that their minds are slow of comprehension, 
but whether “high grade” or “low grade" we plod on valiantly, night 

||tk in, night out, from seven to eight-thirty, for we re discovering for the 
first time in our lives the joy that lies in a simple, printed page.

It all happened this way. Able men and women have for some
time been seeking an adequate way of helping China s countless, 
laboring illiterates. They are convinced that in literacy lies much 
of the hope of China. A Beginner’s Primer, based on the thousand 
most used characters, has been carefully worked out, with weird 
and wonderful pictures to relieve the monotony of hard grind. All 

1 over this great land, men, women and children are rushing into char
acter-study groups, both large and small, with an eagerness that makes 
one glow with joy. The success of these endeavors is a great source 
of satisfaction to the various Christian organizations and commercial 
concerns that are sponsoring this new and tremendous scheme of , *08  
education. The promise for the future is indeed bright.

Though our strength was small, we felt the compelling urge to 
-enter into this type of work. We had two rooms that could he 
turned into classrooms during the evening hours (in the day time 
they serve a thousand other purposes). And so. when other organiza
tions in the city were broadcasting the plea “Join the Thousand 

■Character Classes" we. too, went out into the highways and byway? 
to spread the news of our school.

Our first point of attack was our nearest neighbor across the 
street, a noted character whose shrill, rasping voice is the despair 
of all aesthetes. In times past she has been knovdu to flog her 
children, and more recently disposed of her only daughter by selling 
her to a house of ill fame. In no uncertain terms she bellowed 
a refusal, as we sat in her tiny mud hut—how could a poor widow 
find time to read, who would watch her store in her absence ? She 
commended our efforts, but they were not for such as she.

This sort of street-preaching was an entirely new experience 
to most of us. As we went up one street and down another, we felt like 
the proverbial rolling stone gathering moss, so quickly did we 
pick up a curious and closely-clinging following. We found, for 
the most part, great eagerness to receive us, but there was also frank 
suspicion and even fear. The men more readily appreciated the 
opportunity we offered, urging their wives to pay the five coppers 
(the only charge we asked which was a less-than-cost price for 
Book I of the series of four). Weary, labor-worn mothers, with 
children pulling at their garments, and babies hanging at their necks, 
smiled wistfully—almost sceptically—at the very idea of such a 
thing as schooling at t/zeir age. Wouldn’t we take their little six 
year old daughters and teach them instead? “They are cleveter 
than we. There is no use in our learning to read. Please take them.”" 
No, that we had not planned on. "We want yaw, and not your baby; 
girls.”

We went from damp, dark huts to crowded, wee stores, and 
courtyards where several families lived huddled together in a maze 
■of confusion and filth. And every step of the way, we found those 
whom we hurriedly enrolled, lest they escape us. For the most 
part we made a guess at their names and ages; we found an amazing 
vacuity in these particulars; As I. look back on those busy hours 
when we were campaigning for our school. 1 like to remember the 
ringing call of a tiny girl with small aching, bound feet,—“Lao



spends his day on
evening, 1
babies that can’t
”",sWsx i S’. 1“«.“f =? 

t0 C1Mariy are able to arrange a successful schedule of work, else the
« u «• Ko Pprhans they have not had to convince thetIX1 oUhe Xth of XSs eXcation. Perhaps they could more

, M in the way of “higher education.” One young mother who 
Stood in the y . gher nine.month old daughter to school.

Shih (teacher), come to my house and see my mother. She wants 
to read.” In the hearts of these simple folk there burns a longing 
which they have not put into words-a deep craving for a better 
chance. They wait to be shown the way. .

Our students will always remember the eveningwe OpeneX 
doors for The Beginning as a time set apart from all others. There 
X so much to see: the windows of the foreign secretaries’ residence 
on the north side of the courtyard seemed ^specially designed for 
a "piri into' mysterious wonders; the servant talking into a« 

inanimate something,called a telephone,was < 
rtf the first order. As for the electric door-bell, its charms are 
eternal.,. They were delighted by our program Of organ mume, peann s. 
rake and tea They listened most attentively to a briet talk on 
replan and punctual attendance, and sbme eaniest remarks on 
hygiene, inside the classroom and out. Finally came a. short m- 
troduction to the mysteries of the printed word over wh. chthey 
glowed with eagerness. When they left, each one t.ghtly clutch g 
a precious booklet, we were convinced that they had beeg 
kev which would unlock the ent rance into a fuller and brighter .

After a day of washing by the stream, sew,ng. cooktng and tend g 
to a troop of children, “school” is a glprtoUs recreation by contrast 
in suite of the fact that it is not all play. It is an addrtjon to the 
Se™" ^"^“‘^^c^ethis 

if she taxes time . js the fortune-teller who
midnight, and she rises at fi • returns late in the
spends his day on the fair grounds .when he returns lat »
evening, he expects his wife to serve him food and tea Ther a

at can t be left alone while mother is in school, and fa 
his last round of peddling bread. Or the days store account 
his last ro Pis simply l00 weary after a twelve-hour 

And her mother is scrupulously regular in attendance. For the most 
part, they come rain, blow or shine, because it’s “fun” and besides 
it’s not pleasant to “lose face” by lagging behind the class.

It would be possible to lose oneself in a maze of plans and 
possibilities for all kinds of fascinating work with such a group. 
Given a score of Saturday evenings, when study is suspended, one 
can accomplish wonders. We have been experimenting with games 
and find that anything even so strenuous as “Three Deep” is full 
of delight for these women and girls, in spite of their tiny, bound 
feCt. It is ipossible to have a gloriously care free hour playing “going 
to Jerusalem” or “I spy” with tea and sun flower seeds thrown in 
by way of variety. To extract such laughter and glee from working 
mother of thirty and over seems almost miraculous.

We are also venturing into civics, by learning to sing China’s 
National Anthem. This is infinitely hard on the teacher. Still, 
it is worth enduring the wildest disharmonies to see the enthusiasm 
with which they attack words and music alike. It is that spirit 
which we hope to direct into channels of good citizenship.

Perhaps one of our keenest desires is that these home-makers should 
learn that cleanliness is next to godliness. We would like them to 
learn that they are not good citizens when they throw their garbage 
into the middle of the street and allow their dirty, infected babies to 
crawl around in the mud with other babies, who are equally grimy 
but free from contagious disease. To this end. we are investigating 
the homes of our students, endeavoring to ascertain their standard 
of living, in order that we may help them more intelligently. Already, 
we have taken numerous cases to the hospital for examination, but 
before they would consent to go, we have had to use much time and 
effort to break down their fears. '

Because these women are our friends, they are willing to hear 
us talk—which is a fortunate thing, since we think we have so 
much to tell them! At the present time we feel strongly the urgent 
need of drastic measures in connection with foot-binding. Perhaps in 
no other province of China is there such a terrible blight as in 
Shantung. The binding of little girls’1 feet is still very much a 
thing of the present vogue. We cannot understand fully the torture 
of such a custom, for we have never suffered it. But those of us 
who daily see its disastrous effects are convinced that no effort 
is too great to blot out this menace. Our desire is to begin 
our reforms in our own midst in view of the fact that thirty-three of 
our students have bound feet and many of them are beginning to 
bring that affliction upon their own daughters.

We like to let fancy wonder into the future where we see a 
little school in a better neighborhood. It is an enchanting thought. 
We hope that many will dream this dream with us, for we are 

assured that therein lies progress.



Changsha
HOMES, CUSTOMS, ART

Esther Horjen (Norway)
We are invited to the home of one of our students. Three o’clock

Ss the hour set and as we were prepared for J;big feast^we did no 
take any luncheon beforehand.

• " It is a modern house and the people there try to do their best to 
make it as foreign and fashionable as possible. It was a very cold day, 
so we were verv pleasantly surprised by finding a real stove in the room. 
The women had not changed their way of clothing of course, so before 
tong, thee windows weref-bpened right and lei. and it became colder 

''’""’wewtited a while and sa«''fe signs of a feast. In the meantime 
we had the best opportunity to study the turn.ture of this most
mtusual house of Changsha. A real-rug on the floor A 
middle of the room with a foreign velvet cover. Flowerstands, ug y 
steamer chairs, ragged and out of shape. _ .

Cakes and tea were served and we discovered then that we. vem 
invited to tea, foreign fashion. Peeled oranges were placed m th. 
middle of the table and these were supposed to be eaten with chopsticks.

■ ^othet kind of . fruit was served and M
spitting right and left, so seeds and shells were scattered all over 

t-»ri flip torei°n rue? As a dessert and a teal the nice table cover and the toreign rug. ™ * 
treat was served tinned-milk, warmed a little bit. ... .'

As we go around in the homes, rich or poor, there is revealed to us 
what changes are taking place and it is with great ^ret f^el 
bad influences of the west.. We are here seeing the result o the 
fact that the markets are overflowed with cheap, western articles.

art’ One can not but feel sorry when one sees how the homes a 
emptied as their old. fine, valuable things and by and by are sold 
foreigners and exported. However, here in Changsha a good deal of 
these" old things may be found in the homes,
first class embroidery. The Mandarin families have their coats, t 

nobody is making anything like that k>nd now. O.K^can^tbrt a. . 
is it really true that this fine, industrial art is going PP , •

m^XXnTon accoun|| the ideals of western hy|gfe, the chairs 

may be comfortable, the old fashioned bed which is almost a little room 
by itself is replaced by a foreign iron-bed. That might be good, but 
what is gained in comfort is lost in art, while exquisite paintings and 
scrolls have their place in the drawers!

There might be a question about how long people are going to 
prepare that beautiful, artistic wood carving and embroideries which 
are needed for the old kind of beds. In a bed of the finest sort, we 
may find about ten di fife rent kinds of wood of di ff er ent original colour, 
carved and put together in the most artistic way, sometimes framing 
bright embroideries, sometimes forming figures independently. The old 
Chinese bed is a sight,—is it soon going to be ready for the museum?

' When the native art connected with temples and places of worship 
is naturally disappearing, it does not encourage the Christians in 
preserving their national art. The churches and Christian houses of 
worship are put up on account of immediate need for practical purposes. 
In many cases there is not sufficient money to make the new buildings 
a good sample of foreign architecture. As the practical side is the 
foremost in church building, the comfortable and practical side also 
becomes the most important in the changing of homes and the old and 
fine is disappearing. In the port cities, the changes possibly have been 
going on so long that one cannot easily know how things looked 
originally, but in an inland city the contrast between new and old are 
striking and evident. ’ jsT#

One cannot but think of the conditions in Europe at the time when 
the results of all the technical inventions began to be manifested. 
Cheap machine work soon underdug the art in the home industry. 
The craft which had so much of art in it soon became an industry and 
lost its character of originality. ' It is not till lately that people have 
begun to wake up to the fact that a very valuable thing—national art 
in the homes—was about to be entirely lost, lost to such an extent 
that it takes time and special study to find so much out of the scattered ., 
remnants as to possibly be able to restore the craft work to its former 
beauty. To speak only for Norway and Sweden, there is now a great 
movement for this very thing. Wide agitation has been carried on and 
great effort has been made to educate the common people and enable 
them to differentiate between cheap, foreign things without style and 
national things with the beauty in all its simplicity.

Will the propaganda and campaign for homemaking here in China 
be able to prevent the people from going through their same stages and 
crisis iiiwl

Another thing which might be touched on in the same connection 
is the Chinese painting of to-day. Without any special knowledge along 
that line one cannot but notice the direction it is taking. All the books 
and articles which have been written about Chinese painting, are ex- 
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clusivelv dealing with the old painting preserved during ages. Las. y^a^ 
Mr. Ching, the head of the School of Art in Peking, gave an exceedingly 
interesting and enlightening talk on that subject. First explaining how 
the Chinese way of painting had a future a^ well as a past, he talked 
very strongly about the foreign influence along this line. The Chinese 
viewpoint and motive in painting were so entirely different that a mixture 
would be fatal, and destroy a person with talent His thoughts were 
illustrated by the comparison between the pure flower motif in Chinese 
painting and the western “Flower, bottle, hat, pipe” motif.

In the industrial schools where also drawing and painting are taught 
we may see why Mr. Ching spoke strongly against western influence. 
Even in rather high-class industrial schools we may find “latest results, 
in painting with motifs and colour compositions beyond description. 
How about comparing all the time and work put in this effort instead 
of using the energy in cultivating' the native art? Even if there ts 
useful work of high standard done in the industrial schools, the 
embroideries for example cannot be compared with the old ones

As these schools take the lead and standardize the articles in that 
line spread in the homes, they play an important part in the present 
fight 'for finding the light direction.

THE BEGINNING OF A COMMUNITY CENTER
Louise Morrow/M.D. (America) Peking

Within the past few years a group of Peking residents, inter
ested in social welfare, have organized a large service group 
which is divided into seven community service groups. Each local 
unit has developed according to the needs of the district and the 
interests of its leaders, .

The Teng Shih K’ou district includes within its borders the homes 
of rich and poor, many shops, a few industries and official groups. 
The board of directors of the Teng Shih K’ou community service 
group has for chairman the principal of a boys’ school. The other 
members of the board are a representative of the police, and an 
official of the customs, the pastor of an independent Chinese Church, 
the principal of a girls’ school, a teacher in the same school a 
member of the sociology faculty of Yen Ching University, the 
treasurer of the American Board Mission, a Young Men s Christian 
Association secretary, and a Young Women’s Christian Association 
secretary. There are six Chinese and four foreigners in the group.

The Health Committee consists of five physicians and a socia 
service worker on the staff of the Peking Union Medical College, 
the doctor in charge of the health of the men in Peking University, 
the pastor of the American Board church and two Young Womens

to turn
to try peddling so we

Weekly children’s and prenatal clinics
When in the summer of 1923 the

ChristianSssociatiO^secretaries/^here^e five Chines^gand sixA| 

foreigners on this committee. ' ■-
The Relief Committee includes the owner of a machine shop, 

the owner of a pottery, a teacher, a practicing physician, the wife of a 
practicing physician of the district, the wife of a local pastor the 
wife of a Young Men’s Christian Association secretary. and a Young 
Women’s Christian Association secretary. Six are Chinese and two 

foreign
The work of these committees and the organizations here repre

sented is so interwoven that I will not try to deal with each group 
Separately but will describe the work as a whole.

In the summer of 1922 the Peking Exchange allowed us two 
rooms in ^heir work shop for our “Health Center.” Here we began 
work with a baby week, where examinations, ofchildren 
health lectures were given.
Peklng^xchang^moved to new quarters we benefited by their pros-

LtTalU Whe" :e"oXaTe than ouUwating room affords 

w' can always use the Kung Ch'ang work room (sewmg workroom 
for distribution of handwork). ,the Amertean Board chajgL or 
Auditorium of the Young Women's Chnstran Assoc.ation. The c 
are very informal. As the numbers are small, no one must rente 
her to bring a card. Many of the patients know each other and wht 
they wait they compare the progress their children are maki g 
thefr preparations for the babies that are commg. The 
keeps the clinic in order serves tea to doctors, nurses and patient 
S; > ode is in a j|fry t*  any problem can. be discussed at 

len A1 groat variety of needs come to bur center/ One b«gar wmari 
came in with her baby regularly each week, till we found her a 
place .to work in the K’ung Ch'ang. She has not been away from 
work a day since that time. An elderly man came m great trouble. 
For vears he had lighted the street lamps along a certain hutung, 
electric lights had just been installed and he d* not

for work. After much discussion he decided he would like
; loaned him enough money for an outfit. He 

will repay us in small amounts as he can. The many people wanting 
work present our most difficult problem. One day not long ago 
trembling, wrinkled old lady, great-grandmother of one of our patient, 
came infor advice about fier cat- The nurse sent her away satined 
but the Chinese used was not in my vocabulary, so I don’t know what 

did happen.
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almost entirely health subjects or the care of children, but 
have, only one meeting each month on health.
part of the work in this district a Yen Ching University

1 -

•one subject was discussed. Our center presented the following pro-- 
gram: Monday—Diseases of Children; Tuesday—Diseases of the 
Eye; Wednesday—Health and Play; Thursday—Prenatal Care; Fri
day—Contagious Diseases; and Saturday—Sanitation. Each after
noon free vaccination was offered. The morning the play was to be 
given word came that the three principal actresses were sick and they 
could not give the play. Our Chinese Y. W. C. A. secretaries were 
equal to the occasion however. They wrote a play that morning and 
produced it themselves at five o'clock in the afternoon. It was such 
a success that they were asked to repeat it five times. The day 
of the play the Rug Factory band marched up the street playing, 
and inviting people to attend the play. The Poor School children 
sang health songs and pupils in the Y. W. C. A. dancing class gave 
folk dances so we managed to give a very good program in spite 
of difficulties.

Another new feature of our work is the organization of clubs. 
The industrial girls’ and the smaller girls*  clubs have been under 
the girls’ work department of the Y. W. C. A. The mothers’ club 
has been directed by the health center nurse. The mothers’ club 
takes up 
the girls 

As a 
student is making a careful study of boys working in a rug factory, 
looking toward an attempt to improve conditions in the factory.

The Peking Exchange has many welfare features. These they 
have very generously shared with us. During the cold weather 
their kitchens provided a breakfast of millet gruel to children in the 
Poor School. Those who could afford it paid a copper a bowl but 
the majority were given the meal free. The bath rooms are also 
given over to our use one day a week for poor children of the district.

Our health center nurse and the charity visitor provided by the 
relief committee have visited all the very poor in the district. They 
have distributed relief and provided medical care as they found need. 
Much clothing was given out, especially in the very cold weather. 
Destitute women were given work making garments for their own 
families and others equally poor. Many small loans were made 
to those in temporary need and grain was given to those who could 
not provide food for their families.

Our latest venture is the boarding of homeless children in private 
homes. A number of philanthropic women have each agreed to 
pay the expenses of one child. The Rockefeller Hospital will make 
such examinations as are necessary and give free treatment to these 
children. The ordinary supervision will be done by the health center 
through its children’s clinic and visiting nurse. Though this last 
work is too new to report, it is too important to omit altogether.

-r- 28
Jri„g « >eaX imerX

original thi rt^ne ^amiMtibd of larSd

■ ing features o our oil the children in two mission schools,groups. We ^ve examine*  al the ^seh^z •
in one poor school, and par have been given physical .
The boys'working in one R, ^h>ang day nurSery have been 
examinations, the children i the Kun0' Ch’ang women
under constant Spervisioffi and the eyes of the Kung cn g
have all been examined treatment clinic, patients are

, for' further .
constantly bemg referre js undernourish«t, or

- a^e cl^ 

then see
number of people here behe iUst as the padded garments
has become esiabbshed. Each sthicknesses of cloth 
are put away and the spig & We vaccinated over
with no padding) are put on’ . d a few still come each. five hundred the first week this year jind A tew
week. With the hot 
born this summer or

- next spring

^Sher ^ seasotf^s and the baby *at  « 
fall must take his chances with smallpox

next syuu6 ..... f ,.,nrv nurelv educational. Health
Another feature of our fnr Kune Ch’ang workers,

lectures are provided from time to ime a speaker and
Schools, or clubs, or we simp y prov ,.g o{ten illustrated by
invite the community o co _ • ; rarely we offer
istwi; occasionally-by : lantefn sl.des and

strations or lectures. nrenatal care, infant care and.
health habits, home sanitation, fhe , P f < Each performance was re
feeding and preparation of t e - couid see each section in turn, 
peated often enough that the pe p• graduate nurses
The day ended h ld

This spring six of the seve city helped
“Health Week.” ^cto-an^gVom^am * *

to make this week a , was given in Chinese newspapers and 
« was distributed. Each day
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THE HEALTH PROGRAM OF THE Y. W. C. A

we giving the com-

way

see no way out but 
men in her own city, 
the boat and brought

The Editor: ' 3'

Interesting in connection with Dr. Morrow’s report of health work, i..
•done by the Peking Y. W. C. A. at the Community Center there. <
which gives a comprehensive idea of the need for such service in
China, is a brief review of the general progress of health work
elsewhere in the Association in China*.

In the countries of the West, and especially in the United States, 
the Y. W. C; A. is known far and wide for its gymnasium, its swimming 
pool, its hikes and general recreation program. In China where so 
short a time ago women never left their own courtyards save by sedan 
chair and where a certain daintiness if not delicacy of health habits 
characterized the women,—in this China, the Western ideal for vigorous 
exercise is a far star to which the ambitious hitch their wagon.

That ith'nOt'too far a star, is proved-by the growing success of 
the Normal School for Hygiene and Physical Education, an entirely 
modern institution which was -established in 1915 and which in the 
oast eight years has sent out nearly a hundred girls to teach the 
gospel of health and exercise in the .schools of China. This school has 
served its purpose of demonstration and missionary work in its pro
paganda and now everywhere government schools are demanding teachers 
of physical education. That the profession may be builded on sound 
Jines, the Normal School in 1924 is to amalgamate with Ginling College 
at Nanking where girls may root in a sound academic foundation the 
technical training that will surely jevolutionsize the lives of Chinese 
girlTtii the nexr^^fcfatibii.;!j

What does the city Association do in the health and hygiene programs 
so ingrained in .the Associationideal,? <»» * ■ f1

Eight of the twelve city Associations have no committee tor 
Physical education, only three—Peking, Shanghai | and Canton—have 
physical directors, yet in every place but one,—Mukden,. a very con
servative city, where the staff of a very young Association is too 
small to make interest where there is none,—there is a definite health 
program. Perhaps it takes the form of health lectures to Mothers, 
Club or general membership,; perhaps elementary teaching in Lors- 
clubs, perhaps picture talks 
children. Hongkong has a swimming class: Canton leads the way 
with the first Association swimming pool which is being built out
doors for the summer of 1924. Peking is the only Association with 
gymnasium classes and their 25 with a registration of over 300 is a 
demonstration of what can be done with trained directors and full time 
work. Peking has no suitable gymnasium but it contrives to carry not 
only these classes in various places around the city but also a course

We have many ideals but little experience. So far we have placed 

b‘" hh a Jn all our work we are trying to let our very efficient 
Chinese advisers make the. final decisions, an prfer that The wo 
mar be truly Chinese and permanent. We have found -O1 
Chinese workers extremely resourceful. The following incident is

as an example of ability to meet a A jnr^
with our center , can. be claimed only because one of our workers 
solved the problem. While our health center nurse was at hei 
tome in the Yangtze Valley this spring, she found a. woman t y- 
ing to drown herself. She prevented the sutmde and this >s the 
story she heard. Married at fifteen, the woman s husband left her 
two\e> later. She then went to work as a servant but her tas- 
band’s brother and his uncle took every cent earned. Finally^ a 
thief Just after she had been paid, took her m°ney and h*1 
clothes except those she was wearing. The next day her h«s ® 
brother arrived, demanding money. When none was forthcoming 
he was furious and said she’d have to go into another profession 
that would bring him more money. She could see no way out but 
death. She knew she could never escape those 
Our nurse verified the story, put the woman on 
her to Peking where she found work for her.

We are constantly asking ourselves:Are 
munity what it needs? Are we giving it what it wants in the way 
it wants it? Can we expect to get our community back of us unt 
we have approached each person in the district in order U tell 
him what we are trying to do, and arouse his Interest if possibk.

We believe that we can succeed only by making such contacts. 
We hope to enlarge our staff next year. With another nurse, some 
graduate students from Yen Ching, and additional help from the 
Young Men’s Christian Association we hope to give every one 
chance to know what we have to offer. If we can get the peep e 
with us, whether we are helping them or they are helping us to help 
others, we will feel that we are working along the right lines.

In the meantime we will continue to try to relieve some of the 
distress that is all around us and continue'our program of education.
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for playground leaders and ten game-groups, a class in individual 
correctives, and two playgrounds. Playgrounds are a possible beginning 
in a health education program that ajl Associations use, and Tientsin, 
Shanghai, Hangchow, Canton, Changsha and far-away Chengtu have 
all-the-year or summer playgrounds either alone or in co-operation with

' other organizations; Sometimes, as in Hangchow, this playground is 
made the occasion for health examinations, free vaccinations, health 
lectures and movies.

More and more the plan of co-operative effort is adopted by the 
Y. W. C. A. in China. The health work in Peking is an outstanding 
example. Changsha, too, co-operates with the Hunan Health Association 
for a campaign and exhibition held in the famous Temple Grounds that 
serves that Association for headquarters; co-operates with Yale Hospital 
in its health clinic for children; co-operates .with the Hunan Central 
Welfare Society in its playground where children from the Beggars

; Home come daily to play. Hangchow, in co-operation with the 
Y. M. C. A., the Medical Association, the Union Committee (Christians 
of the city) and others, a total of seven city-wide organizations mostly 
non-Christian, has organized a Better Baby Show for the past t ree
years. . < brU-v

Foremost in the influences that are bringing this revolution in 
the Chinese attitude toward health is the Council on Health Education 
a co-operating group of National Medical Association, China Medical 
Missionary Association, China Christian Education Association, Y.M C.A. 
and Y W C A. The Y. W. C. A. has contributed toward its budget, 
and has given the service of one of its staff, namely Dr. Appleton, 
for the past two years. Her work for the first year was mainly 
concerned with Child ■ Hygiene and in addition to preparing a set of 
picture charts for child health and a book on Pre-Natal Care for 
translation into Chinese, Dr. Appleton has been largely instrumental 
in establishing Baby Clinics, Baby Shows and Welfare Weeks Mothers. 
Clubs in the Associations in Hangchow, Hongkong, angs a, 
Peking, Nanking, Foochow, and other centers not Y W. L A.

• Co-operation has been the key-word of the work of the Council, an 
. that has called for numerous articles for professional journals and other 

publications on child hygiene, and addresses before national meetings 
of medical.and social workers. A book, Hygiene and ^ani^ton. for 
China, by Dr. Appleton is meeting a long-felt need. This past year 
the Y W. C. A., through Dr. Appleton’s work, has had its share in 
the opening of health centres where a general community program can 
eventually be incorporated though at first the mere business of ex_ 
aminations, vaccinations and the like are of engrossing need. Health 
centers in a country where nursing is a young and uncertainJro 
and trained nurses are almost unknown save in foreign-operated hospitals
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osjnoo e osje jnq Xjp aqj punojB saoEjd shoijea ui sasssp asaqj Xpo 
|OU Xjjeo oj saAUjuoo Jijnq lunissuiuXS a^Ejins ou ssq Suiqag ‘^om 
»mij imj puE sjojaajip pauisjj qjm auop aq ues jEqM jo uoijBJjsuoiuap 
« Si 00£ J3AO J° uoipuisiSaj e qjpA$£ jpqj pusSassspuibiseuui. .« 
mm uoijEioossy*iuo  aqj st Suiqag tz6l jo jauuuns aqj joj sjoop 
sno ipnq Supq si qd'iqM pod Suiuiuiims uoijspossyjsjgaqjqjiM 
Xem aqj spsa'l UO1UE3 : ssEp Suiuiuii a\s | E suq §uoq§uoH g ’uaJppqo 
op punojSXB^ aqj uo gup Xpsp E JO sq|Ej ajnjoid sdEqjad ‘sqnp 
spin ui Suiqsuaj XjEpiaiuap sduqjad ‘diqsjaquiaiu jEjauaS jo qnQ 

‘sjaqjowoi sajnjaaj qjpaqjoiujoj aqj saqEj Ji sdEqjag •lUEj.oOjd 
mreaq ajiuyap e si ajaqj-‘auou si ajaqj ajaqM jsajajui aqEiu 04gEius 
ooj SI uoiispossy SunoX Xj3a e jo yujs aqj ajaqM W 3APBAJ3J 
-uoa Xjoa e ‘uapqnpj—-‘quo jnq a3E|d Xjoab uijaX sjojoajip jests q 
pAEq—UO1UEQ PUE iBqSuEqg ‘Suiqad—aajqj*l«o  ‘uoijEsnpajBoisXq 
5oi ... aajjiuraioa ou aAEq suoijEpossy Apo QApMjaqjjo FR3g

■ . ^papi uoijEpossy aqj fi|’ pauiujStii os
siuEjSojd auaiSXq puE gjjEaq aqj w op uoijEpossy Xjp aqj saop jEqM

’ i s - ; i •uoijEjauaS jxau aqj ui spi§
asauiqg JO saATj aqj azisuoijnjOAOJ Xpjns gm jEqj Suiuiejj jEOiuqsaj 
aqi uoi jEpunoj oiuiapESB punos b uijooj Xeujspi.§ajaqM SuiquEjq JE 
aSagog Suquig qjm aiEiuESjEuiE ojsi ui (ooqog jeiujox aqj ‘ sauq 
punos. no papgnq aq XEiu uoissajojd aqjjEqj, -uoijEonpa jESisXqd jo. 
sjaqoEaj SuipuEUiap aje sjooqos juaiuiuaAoS ajaqAiX joao mou pus EpueSEd. 
-ojd sji ui qj0M Xjeuoissiiu piiE uoijEJjsuouiap JO asodjnd sji paAjas. 
srq jooqas siqj, 'EuiqQ jo sjooqos aqj ui aspjaxa puE qjjsaq jo jadso.8. 
aqj qaEOj oj spiS pajpunq E Xpsau jno rjuas ssq SJEaX jq3p jsEd. 
sip uitpiqM pus £161 u! paqsgqEjsa sem qaiqAi uoijnjijsui ujapom 
Xpji jua ue ‘uoi jBonpg paisXqj puB auaiSXjp joj jooqag jeiu jo nj aqj 
jo ssaoons SuimojS aqj Xq paAOjd si ‘jbjs e jej ooj jou si ji jEq.L

-uoSem jpqj qajiq snoijiqiuiE aqj qaiqA\ o j jejsjej e si aspja xa 
snojoSiA joj papi ujajsa^ aqj ‘EUiqp siqj uj—‘uoiuom aqjpazuapEJEqa 
sjiqEq qqsaq jo XoEogap jou ji ssauijuiEp uiEjjao e ajaqM pus Jifiqo 
uEpas Xq sabs spjEXjjnoo umo jpqj jja|joasu uaiuoMoSe aiup b jjbqs 
os ajaqA\ Etiiqp iij "iuEJ.§ojd uopsajaoj jEjauaS pus saqiq sp jood 
SuiuiuiiMS sq •luniSEUiuXS s;i joj apiM puB jej uMouy si -y ’3 M A 
‘sopig popufj aqi ui XjjEpadsa puE ‘isa^w aqi jo saiJiunoa aqi uj

/ ‘«uiq3 ui uopsioossy qqq ui ajaqAvasp
qjoM qijEaq jo ssajSojd jBjaua.o aqi jo MaiAOJ jaijq b si Euiq3 
ui aaiAjas qans joj paau aq; jo Eapi OAisuaqajdiuoa b soaiS ipiqM 
•aaaqi jajeia3 X41URIUUJ03 aqi JE y 3 'A Su!>l3cl 9l9 3U0P 
•qjoM qjjEaq 90 jjoddj spttOJjopf ’JQ qjiAi uotpouuoo ui SuyjsaifdjUj

fht -iigti 1^- : souag;

V *□  M A 3LH1 JO WVHOOHd HI7V3H SHA

SjEjidsoq paiBjado-uSpjoj ui oaes tiMouqun jsouqs ajE sasanu pauiEJj pue 
uoissajojd uiBjjaaun puE SunoX e si Suisjnu ajaqA\ Xjjunoa e ui sjajuaa 
iplBajj 'paau SuissoaSua jq ajE aqij aqj puE suoijEupaEA ‘suopsuiuiE 
-xa jo ssauisnq ajaui aqj jsjg je qSnoqj pajnjodjooui aq XqEnjuaAa 
UE3 uiEJSoad Xpuniuuioa [EjauaS e ajaqAV sajjuaa qjpaq jo Suiuado aqj 
ui OJEqs sji psq SEq ‘qjoM s^uqpjddy ’JQ qSnojqi ‘-y 3 A 9lU 
jeqX jssd siqj, ’paau jpj-Suoj e Suijaaui si uojajddy jq Xq ‘Euiq3 
joj uoijEjiiiEg piiE auaiSXjq ‘qooq y •§jaqjoa\ [eioos puE jEaipaiu jo 
sSuijaaui jeuoiieu ajojaq sassajppE puB ‘auaiSXq ppqo uo suoijEaqqnd 
jaqio puB S[bujnof jeuoissojojd joj sapijJB snojauinu joj pajjEo ssq jsqj 
pus ‘{puno3 aqj jo qjoM aqi jo pjoAi-Xaq aqj uaaq ssq uoijEjado-og 
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ease they should get too near the edge (which is all too near them) 
and fall in! Old China !

. The darkest side presents itself as one sees hundreds of children 
not in any school, playing about in their stores and in the street, 

ou may chance to pass a big factory just as one shift is leaving 
and another coming, and here again you see a sight that grips 
your heart,—hundreds of little boys and girls work long, long hours 
in a factory, deprived of their right to play and with no place to 
play! Modern industry has invaded the Orient and is- robbing it 
of its childhood. Old China in the grip of the New!

There is much that is going on that is not visible to a passer-by 
on the road, but behind many of those high gray walls at least a 
few children are being given a chance. The mission schools in 
so many parts of China realise the great value of play, and are 
providing for it in their school compounds. I wish you could see 
the Ginling College girls at play too. Many of them for the very 
first time are learning to catch a ball! They play “ball” of one 
kind or another during their four required periods each week on 
their athletic field—and then put in many extra hours, for they have 
just discovered the joy that comes from play! When winter rains 
come, they resort to their spacious room where they have folk-danc
ing and other forms of wholesome exercise.

Then what a joy it is to step into our own school, where we are 
trying so hard to give the girls a real conception of the value of 
physical education. You will see thirty fine-looking girls, perhaps doing 
interpretative dancing or folk-dancing, or playing team or group games or 
any of the various things Physical Directors are taught to do. Then 
to follow them into the various schools and associations where they 
are teaching is an even greater joy. This has been my privilege. 
When I ask them what I can do to help most, they always say, 
‘Talk about physical education, for our students and teachers do 
not understand what we are trying to do, any they do not think ; 
it very important.” So talk I do. and it helps keep alive the spirit 
that will some day help to emancipate the women and girls of China. 
For our students are the pioneers who are blazing the trail. .. ■■
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FINANCING IN THE ORIENT

Harriet Smith (America) Chengtu
The problem that meets us everywhere in finance work, “how 

shall we separate a man (generic 1) from his money,” is not a simple 
one and the solution differs widely. That compartment of the human 
heart locks tightly and we need to study the combination, m each case, 
that will swing wide its doors. For this we will need to know a bit 
of psychology, first of all, and that presupposes some knowledge, too, 
of the background and traditions that govern the habits of thought and 
action of those with whom we work.

I never realized how different these are in the East and West until 
we attempted finance campaigns in Chengtu, our outpost Association 
center here in China. We have just finished our third now, so I am 
beginning to get a “feel” of what financing up here in interior China 
is like. “Down River,” where foreign (western) influence is so much 
stronger than up here, beyond the Gorges and “behind the ranges, I 
had already helped in a good many finance campaigns, and was even 
rash enough several years ago, to write a modest manual on the 
subject. Difficulties there certainly,, were and are, besides those we 
usually meet at home. Romanizing the Chinese characters made the 
card-catalogue a puzzling problem to say the least of it. and the 
barriers of language often tried our spirits, but we did use card 
catalogues, with blue and white cards in the most approved style; we did 
make -finance calls; we did have publicity, cultivation banquets; etc, 
all quite along the lines we westerners understood, and could even help

t * Ma
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To secure money here in Chengtu for any public enterprise, is another 
matter, and unbelievably difficult. This is the capital city of this most 
inaccessible province of Szechuan, a province without a mile of railway 
in it ; with steamers to the nearest, river-port (ten days overland from 
Chengtu) only part of the year and the rest of the time mail and 
goods all coming overland on the backs of coolies, for a thousand 
miles.

Naturally, we are not a commercial city, in fact business on anything, 
like a large scale is non-existent, and officialdom, “subject to change 
Without notice,” controls what money there is.

There is,, literally, only one firm in the city on which we can, 
and do, make a proper finance call This is the famous silk-shop “Ho 
Tai Yuen,” where foreigners, from far and wide, secure the beautiful 
Chengtu crepe which is so popular. Because of this foreign trade which 
we of course help along, we can and do go in there, solicit- and secure, 
(under pressure, for he is a close man!) the subscription of the head 

of the firm. Every other subscription that comes, does so through a 
“middle man.” Therein lies one, if not f/ic.secret of the whole -system. 
The middle man is the key,—find the right one, and the lock will
open:

The history of our three Finance Campaigns is an interesting one. 
The first year a goodly amount in membership fees and a very small 
budget helped us to make ends meet nicely, especially as we had one 
key man who secured for us a.modest subscription from the Governor 
then in power.

Last year, our second attempt, this friend at court had gone, the 
political situation was in a state of flux, arid though we actually had 
more people interested and working, no one would ■ call outside the 
circle where she could claim “personal relationships” as a lever,' so 
the amounts turned in were hopelessly small when we depended oh them 
alone to make up a second year’s budget. Fifty dollars was the largest 
gift .and that stood quite alone in its class. Result, we had to cut 
everywhere, and even then we knew the pinch of poverty. This year 
we knew we must do something different, and. the plan decided on, 
together with a favorable turn in the political tide, has made for 
success. ,

We felt that we must have the ■'interest and ’gifts of the men .as 
well as (he women, that they held the purse-strings in most cases, and 
that also they would be more accustomed to the thought of public 
giving than the women have yet become. Of course one always does 
count on men in finance efforts, but one generally gets at them Through*  
finance calls and that is not one of our “methods” here in Chengtu. 
So we invented another, and incorporated the gentlemen in the Campaign 
itself, Five “Captains,” all tried and trusty friends of the Association, 
formed their own teams and went out for their share of the money 
we had to have. We had five teams of women'besides?

Our only fear- was that they would get more than their share and 
the women with their smaller gifts would be swamped and discouraged, 
but it did not work that way at all. The competition seemed to act 
as a spur, and the women’s teams, all five of them, did nobly and kept 
well ahead in the race throughout the whole Campaign. The race, as 
you see, is one ofthe methods we retain, competition evidently being an 
universal instinct.

The Campaign organization, set up entirely by Chinese, was very 
elaborate and something of an index to their psychology. There were 
many places for “honoraries” from General Yang Sen, (who was our 
Honorary General Team Captain) down ; each title of course carrying 
with it the assumption of a goodly contribution for the sake of “fade” 
if nothing more. There was also the provision for bestowing of extra 
points to those bringing in the largest amount- in subscriptions on each



Report Day, while at the end the Winning Team had its picture taken 
(a much coveted honor, strange to say!) and each team member who 
secured as much as $60 has her name engraved on a brass shield 
which will decorate the walls of the Association, to her lasting hoiior.,;,(s

Another “method” that carries over in the Orient, is that of 
reaching the heart through the stomach. If cannot, however, be nearly 
so impersonally applied nor in so wholesale a manner as at home. The 
personal element is much more emphasized in regard to both hostess 
and guest. We find that an s invitation to our home is much more 
honorable than to the Association, so we do all our entertaining there. 
We always, too, serve foreign (American) food, as nine-tenths of our 
Chinese friends are as enthusiastic about that as we are about their 
delicious cooking. Also, of course, we are on our own ground and 
much less liable to social blunders, ' .

In this last Campaign we gave three big all-Chinese dinner parties, 
for the good of the cause. The first was for all the Team Leaders, men 
and women, as they were all of the progressive element of Chengtu 
society whom we dared invite to a “mixed party” especially when 
given and chaperoned by us foreigners.

The second was for Governor Yang Sen. our Honorary General 
Team Captain, and a few minor lights, all interested in the Campaign 
but also chosen to fit in with the Governor and help make the dinner 
a success. The only ladies at this party, besides ourselves, were 
Mrs. Hu, our President, an asset to any group; the Vice-President, 
who is also our one woman “returned student” here in Chengtu, 
and our non-pareil Executive Secretary and social asset, Mrs. Feng. 
This time, we had not only the ten-course dinner indoors, but had 
to supply another table, which we set in the court-yard, for the 
Governor’s bodyguard of soldiers. These men shadow him wherever 
he goes, running in front or behind his chair or horse when he is 
abroad, and when he is being entertained are liable to appear in 
the doorway at any moment, sometimes with an important letter, 
but more often with a towel, wrung out of hot scented water, whereon 
to wipe his honorable face, Chinese style.

The last big party was for all the men workers, not included in 
the first? (it is apparent that we specialize on feeding the men!) twenty
odd of them, and was quite an undertaking for us foreign secretaries. 
Fortunately, we had a glorious spring day and could use the whole 
out-of-doors which in this wonderful old Chinese place where we live, 
is our greatest asset. Our big open air pavilion was plentifully supplied 
with .chairs, and whatis almost necessary here in China, with tea
tables, and given a lovely place to sit and drink tea, the average Chinese 
man is quite happily entertained. With these three dinners, one tea. 

also at our own home, and plentiful refreshments at each report day, 
we met the requirements of this “method.”

We always start our Campaigns here in China with as grand a 
flourish as possible and here in the interior we seem to emphasize that 
even more than elsewhere. This last Campaign was no exception, and 
we were certainly glad that our Association building, which is really 
a very cramped-up little place, was nevertheless Chinese, and so lent 
itself to the doing away with partitions and even some of the outside 
walls, which gave a spacious look for the time being. Governor Yang 
Sen came in person to this Opening Meeting, and also sent his Military 
Band to “arouse the attention of the audience” as his English secretary 
explained in his letter 1 • ■

Then for a couple of weeks we just jogged along, and saved all. 
further flourishes for the Grand Finale. The last week was. quite 
exciting. The race was on in earnest by that time and the spirit of 
it running high, though with really good sportsmanship throughout.

Such nice unexpected things happened too, such as the gift of 
$100 from the Japanese Consul whom we barely know but whose 
wife is in one of our English classes; and the extra $40 which came 
from one of the Team Captains,—the price of opium which she sold 
after Mrs. Feng had helped her to break the opium habit which she 
was beginning to acquire. -

There were funny things too, the outstanding one of these being 
the way that, after receiving the Governor’s signed order for $500, we 
chased around trying to get it cashed. We were met on every hand, 
even at the Treasury, with the same cry, “no money,” and were sent 
on elsewhere till we felt like “Pussy wants a corner”! Finally, at the 
Mint they agreed to let us have it, in coppers. Think of $500 in 
coppers, not the dainty little one-cent pieces we know under that name, 
but great heavy 200-cash pieces the size of silver dollars 1 However, 
cash of any kind, be it silver or copper, was what we were out fo|r 
here in Chengtu where our officials are “here to-day and gone to
morrow,” and their promises apt to be scraps of paper when their brief 
day is over. So we took the coppef-cash as well as the silver dollars, 
and have the novel and happy experience of starting out on this year s 
program, with money actually in hand with which to carry it through.
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ON THE STUDENT FIELD

E. Cynthia Scribner (America)
\ field student secretary uses modes of travel 
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iZwX secretaries'Of the interior fields fad life very spicey. .

Then when one gets to the school where a regular affiliated 
student Y. W. C. A. exists! A reception committee of bright eyed 
students greet one. If they live far in the interior they are wearing 
black pig-tails, cotton jackets, generally blue, trousers instead of t 
skirts. Formal, shining expectancy sits on every countenance. It 
surely is, worth the trip or voyage. Think of traveling five days 
away from the rail-road and finding girls like that, girls who are 
linked up with other Christian students of the different parts of 
China and even with the destitute students of central Europe in 
intelligent Christian sympathy. For we find them sending in their 
contributions to the European student relief quite regularly! And 
they show much cleverness in adapting the Y. W. C. A. to their 
local needs and keeping the spiritual content In a Nurses’ Training 
School one finds a physical committee which recognizes the nurses 
need of recreation as imperative to the well-rounded Christian life. In 
some mission boarding schools which have primary departments, 
there is. a children’s committee attached to the Y. W. C. A. cabinet, 
and it is wonderful to see how the older girls help the children in the 
Morning Watch worship or to form an organization of their own, 
governed and run by little children. One cabinet has a Sunday 
committee formed with the idea of helping the students observe 
Sunday properly; other have “store” committees which earns the 
money which the Association must have for-local work or needs to 
send in towards headquarter’s support. Bible committees organize 
study classes among non-Christian neighborhood children or adults, for 
the school servants, for the students themselves. Evangelistic com
mittees, sometimes called missionary committees, organize preaching 
tours into the villages and country places, popular education classes 
for i 11 iterates in the neighborhood, : prayer groups or social events 
for the new students of the school, all with the purpose of winning 
these people into knowledge of Christ. It is inspiring work to help 
:the leaders of these enterprises in a mission school. -

But the field student secretary also has responsibility for govern
ment school students, especially those girls who are not• h^Pe^ °y 
organized city Y. W. C. A. work because in their cities no Y. W. C. A. 
«iSk. Missionaries are asking the Y. W. C. A. to try to find some 
plan whereby such girls may hear of the Christian God. So one visits 
as many government schools as possible in order to find a basis 
for work with the government school girl. As a general thing 
there is much difference between. the two kinds of schools, mission, 
and government. When one enters the mission school compound 
one usually finds it spacious, green, artistically set with trees 
Often it is a mass of flowers beautifully placed. Paths are bordered 
with flowers and trees and lead to small retreats in garden nooks 
or wall crannies. One often finds students here studying or chatting.
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even more so, .Can choose unrestrainedly from the

teXnXfc 
which wouW ’urlle

an uninitiated foretgne.r- •_ ber ideas from the scant western 
She picking and choosng May she have abundant

civilization.which she. experiences aiwm^he^. ^ianl At
opportunity to see an )U g of cbristianity. She may
present she frequently practical for real living becattsd
think that it is all theory an Christian once met who didn t
some friend has told her a oul a , prejudiced observatWU
measure up. or perhaps just from sup
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she ■ e’sfeeftrlt "noiVThen^she is; known to Think it'cM religion 
comfort, only for those who have their way paved for them and 
can give their leisure to ethical cultivation.

The mission school girls are generally eager in spirit, with a face 
full of peace and happiness, occasionally radiant with the light of 
an active faith, industrious, disciplined. She is now on the battle
ground of choosing her future. There is the pull for self cultivation, 
and also the pull to go back into the less fortunate, (spiritually, 
materially, or both,) environment out of which she stepped when 
she came to the mission school. She is thinking of taking the op
portunities which have been hers to her people before going to 
college, if ever she goes. Some of us who are further along in 
life than the high school age would find such choice difficult to 
make if we live in China. Many girls do forego greater privileges 
of education and this is in part due to the fact that their teachers are 
exemplifying the principle of sacrifice in daily life among them. 
One cannot help wishing that the government school girls might 
have the inspiration which the mission school girls have, that of 
living near teachers of genuine Christian charagtef,, ( , ,,

One seeks to promote intercourse between the girls of the two 
types of schools. They can meet in athletic contests, and then 
principles of honor, 'unselfish preference of. the rival in sport, are 
promoted and friendly relationship and mutual understanding are 
started. Local student secretaries encourage all such association of 
mission and government school students. Where there is no resident 
secretary, one finds the faculty and the Y. W. C. A. cabinet in the 
mission schools most willing to do what is possible in bringing 
about such fellowship. The chief difficulties lie in the too crowded 
schedules of all students, and the fact that Sunday is the only, 
holiday allowed the government school girl. These are the conditions, 
however, with which we must work and the best solution seems tQ 
be that of a Chinese local student secretary co-operating with mis
sionaries in the student center and visited often by the field secre
tary. She can keep open house in rooms rented for students of all 
schools to use and by association with them she can bring about 
fellowship which will lead increasingly into the abundant life.



home where I have been before

horse’s head ready

with hands folded, her black

f ringe and 1 eopard
I felt that I was

English 
address.

The

ART OF CALLING
Tientsin

One hundred do not
of the important phases of

name -and address in 
on one side and on the other my Chinese name and title and 

The Chinese is i .
white card marks me as a

THE GENTLE AND ANCIENT

Edith May Wells (America)
I must order a new supply of .calling 

last long in a land where calling is one

Mv little pieces of white cardboard have my
- ' Pli«nAt

indespensable but the English is useful too.
j. foreigner; although Chinese 

ri - 

for birthdays and special holidays.

a„ 0“ Mack horse. “This horse has done a good
1 ■ th nast three years” she remarked, as we started o .

I do not go myself I sometimes lend him to others who are making

=-x.'r * “ ™ :■ “Fi 

to guide him in the right direction.
The carriage had pink silk curtains wlt gr^y

for they were of “black velvet made large to conceal ht,‘' 
r . r nther days She sat beside me with hands folded,

uZedZ at oncetooZe r«ep«on ^“jXsZollegeX^ 

western furniture and ws gay with college banners, college p m
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and many photographs after the style in college dormitories. The man 
of this house had studied in America and I was at once aware of his 
college.

Our hostess had bound feet and was the typical old fashioned 
woman of high class who did not go out except to pay family visits 
on special occasions. Her three daughters were very shy in the 
presence of the two older women but I soon drew them into con
versation and found that they had been studying English and had many 
new ideas. Perhaps the mother is not so old fashioned as she seems 
or the father may have seen the advantages of modern education even 
for women. '

The servant-brought in tea and Chinese cakes and we were offered 
some peanut brittle made by the girls. So they are adding cooking to 
their other accomplishments! When I left I asked the mother if the 
girls might come to my home some times and she said they might. 
If. that was not just a polite promise given lest my feelings be hurt _ 
by a refusal, I hope to get to know them better and perhaps help 
them to understand some of the fuller, richer life which is open to 
our American girls and which may some day be theirs.

That same day We called bn Mrs. T— or we tried to. After the 
usual parley with the gateman the large double gate was thrown open 
and we drove through a lovely garden right up to the steps. The 
servant showed us into a living room and again to my disappointment 
I saw it was furnished in western style. In a few minutes Mr. T— 
appeared, greeted us cordially and proceeded to entertain us as if we 
were calling on him. After a few moments we asked for his wife 
and were told that she was “too old fashioned” which as an excuse is 
very much used and may mean anything or nothing. As Mrs. C ■ 
knows Mrs T— I had to conclude that Mr. T— was afraid of this 
unknown American and the new ideas Which she might give his wife. 
There are many men like him, fairly well educated, going out among all 
kinds of people but wishing to keep their women folks shut safely within 
the compound walls. We sometimes think that we shall Eave to start - 
a campaign of education for these men if we are to reach their 
wives and daughters. I tried to explain to him what we were trying 
to do for Chinese, women and he praised us generously for our 
“righteous hearts” but with no thought of the wife we wanted so to 
see. We spent over an hour there listening to this “man’s talk, 
slipping in a word now and then which fell on deaf ears; finally we 
left with a sense of defeat.

As we drove away Mrs.' C— said “He will not let his wife go 
anywhere or have any pleasure but I thought he might let her see 
you and that would be something to interest her.” Then as if to show 
her own independence she took me to a silk shop and with great



deliberation purchased 
of slippers.

Mrs. S— invited 
the other day to call 
and walked through 
assured me however 
scarce since 4^, 
a few of the many 
stones L . . .. .
a beautiful screen 
kept its flW 
here.
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just enough bright red velvet to make a pair 

me to go with her in her big purple limousine 
on Mrs. L—. We stopped before an old yamen 
the open gate into a deserted courtyaid. She 
that this was the right place but money was 

the "change in government and the family occupied only 
O1 luC ! J2H courtyards. Weeds were growing between the 

of the pavement and grass among the tile? of the roof. Only 
ui 8X4which separated this courtyard from the next had 
lovely colors and suggested the beauty that had once been 

nereWe went through' three such Arts, all deserted, and at
the door of the fourth were met by a servant who took our cards and 
led us into a typical reception room of a well-to-do Chinese fami r 
Chairs and tables of carved black wood were arranged against Uo f 
the walls. Bright red cushions in the chairs and two blue vases gave 
the right long table where stood the . ancestral tablet flanked by candles in 
pewter candlesticks. Complimentary scrolls hung back of it and incense 
burned in a brass brazier in front of it. ; . ,

Mrs L— came to greet us dressed in lovely satins, blue coat, grey 
trousers and- embroidered slippers She escorted us into the inner room 
and with much bowing, insisted that we take the most honorable places 
while we with proper modesty -tried to take the lowest seats. H 
again the room was furnished in Chinese style with more scrolls 
^extolling wisdom and all the virtues. .. ..

After asking and answering the usual questions in regard to all 
the members of our families, we talked of many things In a little 
while they seemed to forget my presence as they talked of former 
acquaintances and I was glad ,to listen to try to discover what in
terested them most. There was no talk of fashions and shopping nor 
of recent fiction, but all was of people.' ■“Your eldest son’s wife, how 
many children has she?” “Three.” “Are they all students? No, one
is a girl” “Do they go to school?” “No, they study at home. And 
yours?”’ “Mine go to school.” Then there followed an interesting 
discussion of the relative advantages of schools and a private tutor.

“You have a new daughter-in-law?” “Yes, but she is very stupid. 
“No, I am sure she is very clever.” “Can 'she recognize characters? 
{read and write)” “No, she is a girl and so never learned.” “My 
little girls go to school with the boys.” “Is it possible?” Here they 
talked of women’s education and what the Association was doing to 
teach , illiterate women to read and marvelled that women could learn 

fc g |||| quickly. '

sure.......
food, watching us
howled and had to be taken out.
after tea is served'
sh< had treated
trary she had “spent much heart on US.”

afar. But alas! 
soon afterward, 
our performance that night.

Mrs. L— ’ 
coat, jftrin —- 
seeds, arid Chinese cakes? 
no longer so she came

“Your friend Mrs. W— how is she?” “Oh, had you not heard.? 
There is a concubine in the house and she must eat bitterness. So 
they sat and discussed the evils of this system, speaking mote freely 
than I had ever heard Chinese women speak on the subject. .

Later Mrs. L— said “You must be a Christian to take such an 
interest in social questions.” Mrs. S— hesitated, for though she is in
terested in Christianity she has never joined a church. At last she said, 
“No, but I am a member of the Y. W. C. A.” “Oh, said our hostess, 
“that explains- it.” Then suddenly she remembered having heard of 
the Association before and to my consternation she said. “Y. W. C. A. ? 
That's what old Mrs. C— died of.” She went on to explain that old 
Mrs. C- used to live opposite the Y. W. C. A. (We had tried to call 
on her but were never admitted.) One summer evening our students 
were giving a scene from "Merchant of Venice” and the courtyard was 
bright3 with lanterns. The old lady’s curiosity got the better of her 
.conservatism and she sat on the balcony of her home and watched from

1 the night turned cool and she caught cold and died 
I should like to think that she enjoyed her view of

— youngest daughter-in-law came into the room m purple 
SlSMfSS slippers. She served us with fruit, watermelon

. The old nurse could restrain her curiosity 
into the room, with the baby in her arms. 

“He wanted some of the refreshments.” she remarked though I am 
he was too young to eat them. She helped herself' to the 

and listening to our conversation until the baby
c e v,v.v. It is customary■: to leave soon 
we said “good bye” while our hostess told us 

very badly and we assured her that on the con-
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I Canton
|;-';\:>'Saua3h

of memory.

to

Mi’i

“Yet I wilHascend
■ ; Into my Father’s room, and through the< courts ' -,r

Below, forever seeking, I will pass, 
To brush the skirts of inspiration

„ r. And touch the sieves of meftiory.” •

It was a beautiful walk, more than an hour in length. We had 
been instructed to travel straight toward the sun, with the assurance 
that we should surely come out at home. We left about five o’clock 
with the sun still high, walked for quite a long time through college 
property, striking off at length over the grave-covered hill-sides. 
All of the country around C—— seems to be grave-yards. The college 
itself is operating on reclaimed grave land, land from which literally 
thousands of graves have to be removed in order to make it at all 
usable. We passed through numberless little villages, full of friendly 
older folk, curious, boisterous children, and barking dogs. The sun 
set, and the evening star took its place as our guide. Once, just 
as twilight was settling into night, our star took us to the Very door 
of a little old temple with several babies playing in the dust and 
dirt in front; but in the temple itself, far back in the interior, a 
lone candle illuminated the god above it and threw its steady ray ' 
past the prostrate figure of a worshipping woman, out into the dark. 
Involuntarily we caught our breath at the sheer beauty of the picture, 
—above the low curving roof a white beaming star, out of the dark
less a tiny gleam of light, human hearts seeking the Unknown. We, 
too, prayed a moment, and then followed our star homeward.

enlighten- me.”

looked down and saw a small boy writhing and moaning in agony 
on the ground. A bundle he had been carrying had rolled to one 
side. No one made a move to help him,—they were merely curious 1 
Everything in me called to me to stop, but “Iola thousand tracks 
caused me to swerve aside.” I had been here jOnly five weeks; 
I did not know the language 1 I could neither understand these people 
nor make them understand me. I did not know the name of a 
single hospital in C—. I should merely create a sensation should 
I stop. Besides, it was late and I must hurry to catch the boat. 
We passed on down the street, now quite dark and deserted; and at 
every footfall on the hard, rough stones there rang in my ears, 
“And in like manner,: a Levite too, when he saw him, passed by on 
die other side.”

It Was late dusk of an 
of the ni

" DOUBTgh ANlt CERTAINTIES

E. Glass (America)
“Here, upon the verge • j ■

The shining footsteps of my forefathers, 
th far « M W

Too distant for my range. . Howe'er resolved | 
I may go forward, lo! a thousa^, 
Cause me to swerve aside. A htt|e chi 
Only a little child-I am too frail 
Tn cone with the anxieties of state

'-B41OW forever seeking, I will pass, 
To teush the skirts of hfe^ion

X And tou«Ti the stages of memory, y 

And^'aXus Father, hear and condescend , 

To guard, to cherish
—From “The Prayer of th^Empe|r Ching" in the Odos of CJfucius.

early No vernier afterm^g^The <lmet 

S-thA'i^t was
through which we passed, ca ■ c;nnallv a late vendor of sweets, Few people w-ere on the streets; occasionally a late ve ^^i ^o^iy
-or a child , clattering along on wopd^sho“ “ ' * ( daySshrahk 

close against the wall to escape be g their unfamiliar
steady, swaying rhythm of tie ciair h pungent fragrance

of incense from, irequeit y d the$*rangene*l>...<rf  the
lulling; and as we went I nnd. safety in the hands,
situatton, on my feeling Fp waysof thinking and l.vmg
at such an hour, ot these pe p Why should one ever
and speaking ^ ^^ ^ddenly, we turned a jog in the street, 
fear the unknown? the road was considerably
alla 501116 ,tWen^e drcle^ brightness cast by a stj^t light, was a 
wider, and m the circle g children gathered about somegconp ol twelve or hfteen -" . p^ir a man sat smoking; 
object on the ground In a nea P ening>
two or three others ha^ Lr surged up in my 
and then passed o . ; chair as we came close, I
heart. From the vantage point of the chair, 
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In the midst 
now are serving 
committee rooms, 
work, that I have 
visited Changsha.

IN CHANGSHA
Ingeborg Wikander (Sweden) . . Cl^gsha

In Changsha perhaps the best illustration of the old and the 
newmiX^togefc^a^
sided aspects, is to take you for a visit into our Y. W. C. A. center.

We are coming off the busy North Gate street and turn down 
on a uuiet side allev, planted on both sides with trees. Then we

^Z'Sucture with- dating.

CaVeS> l^WSetSrS b^cryt-eria irfev whose 
fch“tem Shave shaped themselves

help to set off the massive roof “7Xarden
On both sides of this temple court is a lovely g * g

- Chinese style with grottos and mountain walks, with ever

-ThUiis indeed an Eldorado for and
^.^^TvTs::X> Of the narrow wag

into "ow P-tutesoue s«ne™s. garde„.h that

as- our classrooms, guestrooms, reading, = “ • ® 
“This is the most unique place, used for . ., • • 
seen in the world”, said Mary Dingman when she

'Snrelv the young girls in our Hostel and classes, the students 
fJmne^Uoo^X are playing b^tlm ^er^temple 

court, or tennis on the open playgroun , m which used
rTe^th^baXet'hall'^heK'tbe ancestral ceremonial feasts were 
X" b^e ff’o cian, Wit^ial and n^i^of as 

guests, these are enjoying something or tne very u
a"d But ZeC°a”ebimore telling contrasts than these. Come with us 
after suZ into' the inner Temple court. An old man .s coming

out, of the Temple, and we observe a; Small flckering light over the 
altar inside the Templei Why, is the Temple still used ? Yes, it is I 
Listen to a tew paragraphs in the six years contract with the Tso 
family4 w ’

“The Tso Family, for the sake of friendship and public welfare, 
are willing to rent a part of the Tso Memorial Temple to the Young 
Women’s Christian Association of Changsha, the following terms being 
mutually agreed on :

1 Place1 From the East door of the Tso Memorial Temple to 
the West door, including the chair hall and the garden, but ex
cluding the ceremonial hall, where the ancestral tablet is placed, 
and the court and small rooms immediately in front of this hall.” " <

. ’ 7“Ceremonies of the Tso Family: The Tso Family retains the 
full right to use any and all parts of the Temple and premises 
even those specially rented to the Y. W. C A., at any time, for 
family ceremonial purposes, It is however agreed that a three days, 
notice of any such ceremony will be given to the Y. W. C. A.”

May it be added here that such ceremonial feasts are seldom 
given nowadays. As long as I have been in Changsha I have heard 
of no such clan ceremony given here. But the paragraph is inserted 
to satisfy the old members of the family to whom the longpast times 
still ate living realities, and to "make sure that this right of using 
the whole place still belongs to the Family.

8 “Ceremonial Hall: It is understood that the Temple-keeper of 
the Tso Family is free at any time to .enter the premises for the 
.purposes of burning incense and lighting the lamp in the Temple. 
There will also be provided for the said keeper, within the premises, 
living and cooking quarters”"4^ , /. - ’ • ” 'v/' • -

The old man has just been fulfilling his daily duties, keeping 
the incense and the oil burning on the Viceroy’s ancestral altar. In 
the Auditorium, where the Cross in gold on deep red silk stands 
■jut against the white wall, we have just been singing Christian hymns 
and now in Easter time listening to the message of Life conquering 
death, and here we are looking in silence at that mysterious little 
flickering light among the deep shadows in the inner court of the 
Ancestral Temple of our nearest friends in China. ‘

Let me picture to you another contrast:
One of the most promising activities of the Y. W. C. A. in Chang

sha is the work of its Social Service department. Some of the best 
women of our city are serving on it and are keenly interested. A 
good deal of time was'given last year to research work, finding put. 
living conditions in the many home industries of this place.' 
embroidery. . cross-stitch, stocking, and weaving-factories, etc. We 
mostly found working and living conditions depressingly bad, even 
in some places owned by Christians.
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It sometimes seems

It

is a step.. 
may open

this 
that 
city- .

1K We*j$&^ve  given sorne help/to the Hunan Centra!

Society in its effort to centralize, reorganize and reform thei mal y 
institutions that in the home countries belong under the poor , 
jurisdiction. Specially we have been interested in this Society 
brave and efficient work of gathering in all the numerous’ begg*J s. 
the streets into homes. By degrees they are now separated into dif
ferent institutions, the younger to learn trades, the children to b 
<xiven school education, the older ones to have a sheltered place for
their closing days, Changsha has here set an example that is now 
bei^oticed and copiegin sevegf other

ChiTiSlunat Welfare Society asked to .anthem in 
establishing and supervising a new institution, where they plan to

/ educate ^younger ...men of the
i to them for he.p, into useful tubers o sooe - a

For the first time some of our ladies naxe met w i
eommtae, in a joint effort of regaining some of tbe,r be m
a new and better life. To friends in the homeland th,s probably 
does not sound very remarkable, but to us m an inland crty o 
China it seems a stirring experience and a very signtoms.gn. o 
a new time It is noteworthy also, that it is a non-Chnstian society 
ofX'^ling to a Christian association of for eo-operat.on

Ms same Hunan Central Welfare SocW fred
F^ln for the future in a more official way than before and have 
elected us all who serve on the Y. W. C. A. Social Service Committee 
to become mem&»s.’of'"tttr Society Ml voting power and 
ehgible to offices. We have given our answer that 0
accent their invitation and will try to respond to their confidence 
byServing in al) ways possible: For M first time ™

U Society women will take part in their affairs,: We
that Society for. th. womato£ this Provmce and a way

up new spheres of service for the women of this big

^BuEthere^re discouragements.,and again ^we meet\Mmd- 

rance from suspicion and ignorance. , T , „
People doubt the unselfish purpose of our work. I have coi 

understand that the root of the trouble is this: They have neve 
before in their lives met with anything like unselfish cafe, afi s to lon^believe there is such a thing ! The best they wdl think 
atoue us is‘that we are helping them in order to gam , rebg«»us 
merits for ourselves. We have only to work on rea Hing that

•ti often take a long time to convince these poor people-^sometimes 
ferthing as ....selfish tove;W

servic2]come into^^'^orld with Jesus Christ, t , wy

''fill
Those who serve on our Y. W. C. A Social Service Committee 

are most of them married ladies of the Gentry or Scholar class. 
The chairman is Fifth Madame 'Iso. Her husband was one of the 

■?on;’ J;1 tbe §reat Viceroys first son. As he in his generation was 
cne ufth son born in .the clan, that number serves as frW;title in 
the family, and his wife naturally bears his title, and so is always 
known as the Fifth Madame Tao.^She $ one of the leading per
sonalities of the whole clan. Some of the other members are also 
women with a position in society. One is the wife of a man who. 
waS One ot t!’e brst promotors of women's education • in. Hunan 
and started the. first school for girls in this Province. Another of 
tl,em ls-one of the first women who has been offered, and now 

fi!!,ni?i a post in the provincial government service.
Sis a thrillillg experience to sit together with pioneer women 

like these who all are of the first generation of women to carry any 
resP°nsibility outside of the direct home duties. It sometimes seems 
i,ke a wonder to have a chairman leading our committee meetings 
in a most graceful and capable way" and know that Her whole edttr 1 
cat,on was §iven her in a secluded Chinese home, where the ladies 
were never allowed even to. meet any men but the ones of the nearest 
family circle. She sometimes opens our meeting with prayer, though 
she has not yet been able to take the step of becoming a church 
member. | While I listen to her earnest prayer I cannot help remem
bering the altars in her large family compound where the incense is 
burnt daily in ’front of the ancestral tablets and where she herself 
still has to perform the time honoured rites of falling down before 
me family altar on the special days of birth and death of her 
tore-fathers.

OUR NEIGHBORS

Genevieve Lowry (America) . ■ . Hangchow
Opposite the Association doorway in Nan Ban R’Yang rise high 

while walls. Passers-by note them and casually remark "a wealthy 
neighborhood.” But they fail to notice the narrow lane that winds 
between them. „

For many weeks this lane seemed to beckon, so one day we decided 
to call on our neighbors. We made plans for a movie and as soon 
a$ the tickets were printed we planned to sally forth to give them away.

A few feet from the street the narrow lanes makes a sudden turn 
into a strange land. Low dirty hovels lean one on the other. Sullen 
eyed, stringy haired women work in the open door ways. Yelling, 
ragged urchins played in the ’ filth of the lanes. Leering eyed men 
slunk around the corners. Our neighors! ...



One whole afternoon we spent twisting here and there in the 
two blocks of filth and misery crouching behind the high while walls 
of Nan Ban R’Yang. In a low roofed mud room forty girls, from 
daylight until dark, dexterously twist the silken thread on reels. The 
gay greens and red, lavenders and yellows of the flying reels seemed 
to strike out from the cob webbed shadows. At night the girls spread 
their strips of matting on the floor to sleep. fitfully with the vermin.

Before a stable in the sunshine, a pale, flat chested girl made 
paper match boxes. A turn here, a dab of paste there, a quick twist 
Of the hand and one more box added to the fast mounting pile. One 
thousand boxes a day for the wage of 8 coppers 1

Coughing and spitting, a haggard faced old woman banged the 
door in our faces and shouted “go on!, go on,1” Faces peered through 
half-opened doors and one was conscious of eyes shining behind a 
multitude of Cracks3;rS^ft| jwWB

We go on our way attended by a band of ragged lads all begging 
for more tickets. Ducks, plastered with mud, flapped out of our way, 
A diseased old man turned listless eyes to follow us.

One woman wipes off the edge of a bench so that we can sit 
down. She goes on with her work,, scrubbing a worn blue cotton 
garment with a small stiff brush. She tells us that her husband works 
in another city but that his wages are not enough to support herself 
and the children so she stays at home earning what she can and looking 
after her large family. She practically never leaves her dirty room. 
She has heard of those strange things called movies and her eyes grow 
wistful as she refuses the ticket. “Someday,” she adds, “I may be 
able to go.”

We had entered the twisting lane behind the high white walls of 
Nan Ban R’Yang with the spirit of adventure. We came out saddened 
and heavy with the material and spiritual filth of that lane. Again 
and again we question each other, why ? why ?

The printed tickets we gave our neighborssaid “Doors open at 
seven;” but we, wise in the ways of the lane, ate an early supper and 
were at the Association by six o’clock The suggestion that we have 
two policemen at the gate to maintain order had been scorned for. 
somehow it seemed so inhospitable to my Western eyes to entertain 
one’s neighbors under the arm of the law. As compromise I had 
raised to stand at the gate, assured that my size and strong cane would 
be sufficient to keep peace.

By six-fifteen the crowd had begun to come. Supper was over 
in the small homes and the bean oil lamps lighted so our neighbors, 
those with tickets and those without, fared forth. Out of the narrow 
lane that ran between the high white walls of Nan Ban R’Yang they, 

swarmed in the twilight, small boys and girls,, men, women, with 
babies in the their arms. The buzz of voices grew and swelled. The 
boys made a rush for the door and I began to fear that my stout 
stick would give way. My face must have shown my distress for 
suddenly out of the sea of swaying faces a jovial man stepped into 
J-.e doorway. He jollied the crowd, took tickets and sent back 
those who had no slip of admittance. By seven every available inch 
of room had been taken and the street doors had to be closed after we 
had explained to the waiting crowd that there wasn’t one bit of space 
left. Then I turned to my jovial faced friend to inquire whom I 
might thank. In reply to my request for his most honorable name, he 
merely twinkled more than ever and bowing low said “I’m just a 
neighbor” and passed swiftly out into the crowd.

From the time of the closing of the doors, we led a dual existence. 
Within, a spell bound crowd watched the movies. For many it 
was the first time in their meager lives. Outside the crowd grew < 
to a mob; stones flew, cat-calls made the night hideous; rushes were 
made against the doors. Finally the gateman and I decided to stand 
outside the door and keep them from further physical attacks. i '. ,

What a queer sight it must have been to the passers-by. Moonlight' 
reflected into the street by the high white walls; yelling urchins; a few 
■older men whispering in the shadows, putting the children up to their 
mischief; and then the gateman and I, impassive, arms folded, standing 
for two hours outside the stone doorway with the crossed flags of the 
Republic floating overhead. A

There is a limit to all endurance. At last lungs wearied and agile 
legs grew heavy. Sleepy eyed urchins were swallowed up in the black 
opening of the narrow lanes. The more hardy seated themselves on 
the pavement and we talked as best we could with my slow and faulty 
Chinese only partly understood.

What relief when the great doors finally flew open and the brigh? 
Hash of the lights announced that our first “At Home” for our neightors 
was over! How they talked as they too in turn were swallowed up 
by the narrow land! Cheery good-nights and friendly thank-yous came 
back on the night air. Wearily we counted the bits of red paper,—over 
two hundred, of our neighbors had come to us from behind the high 
white walls of Nan Ban R’Yang, ' ''



of the women at 
about five inches. 

In odd corners babies lay in baskets or

| twelve hours daily, seven days a week, in the mills. The dust was 
appalling.”

Such a description could be applied to scores of factories, where 
the latest thing in machinery might be found with the most anti3 

I quated treatment of the workers; and hundreds of factories where 
machinery and buildings and conditions were all comparable to 
those in England more than a hundred years ago. Although a few 
firms, both Chinese and foreign, considered their workers as human 
beings, for the most part Miss Harrison came to an untouched field 
as far as dealing with fundamental problems was concerned.

On other hand she found herself a member of a closely knit 
national organization of women: there remained the interest stirred 
up by Miss Friedmann’s commission and report; and there was the 
burning enthusiasm and unshaken faith of Grace Coppock. In con- 

| sequence, within a few weeks of her arrival the National Committee 
I .01 the Y. W. C. A., instead of deciding on a policy of palliative 
fl'ir'K c^ut>s an^ classes, passed a strong recommendation that

The Young Women’s Christian Association can choose to begin an in
sist rial program at one of two points a program of recreational 

and other activities among employed women, or a program directed 
|" primarily towards the making of opinion. Inasmuch as the latter method 
J is more characteristic of the Young Women’s Christian Associations’ 

previous record in other countries and is undoubtedly more funda
mental, it is recommended that the National Committee; begin at > 

once to make a direct and accurate study of industrial conditions in 
fe typical centers to equip it with the knowledge which will enable it to 
I serve both employers and employees in the most constructive ways and 
F to help create the public opinion that must precede legislation.” '

In Pursuailce this policy of creating public opinion it was 
immediately decided to accept the invitation of the International 
Forking Women’s Congress to send a fraternal delegate, and Miss 
Zung Wei Tsung, at that time working in the Publication Department, 

; was appoin^to’aOnd. e ’
Another outlet for public opinion was ready to hand. In the 

J preparation for the National Christian Conference of May 1922, Miss
Coppock found that the industrial question was to be given no place ■ 
^nd, as a result of her insistence that room be found for it, she 
was appointed chairman of a committee whose terms of reference 
were “to inquire into the future task of the church in view - 
of the changing economic and industrial situation.” This com
mittee was set up with great care and, through its corresponding 
members collected an immense body of material which, after the 
hard work of many months, formed the-background of the very 
valuable report presented to the conference. r

A HISTORY OF INDUSTRIAL WORK IN CHINA i 
TO 1924

Florence Sutton (England) - <ir •. . Shanghai
■•The remarkable story of the Y. W. C. A. industrial work during 

the last three years undoubtedly has its roots in the very earliest 
days of the Association ■history/ Although a national mdustna 
secretary was not appointed until 1921, such a person w,as asked for 
in 1908 but even more noteworthy is the fact that the earliest as
sociation work was among mill women in Shanghai, in 1906 a large 
Chinese house being rented in Yangtsepoo Road, for this purpose,; 
and although this work was not carried on for very long, yet the 
fact remains that when industrial work in a new form and on a 
national &ale was diegun in 1921, there was an accumulation of 
nearly twenty years’ interest in the subject. Another notable record 
from the early days, considered in the light of later events,; is that 
in 1908 MisS Coppock recommended that industrial work in Shanghai 
be the model for industrial work, in China. .

Before beginning the direct history of these three years, mention 
must be made of events of the preceding eighteen months which were valu
able in breaking up the ground. For example, one of the secretaries 
of the Shanghai staff had been for some while collecting industrial 
statistics and when We deputation for theFederation of Woman s 
Foreign Mission Boards? of America came to China in the winter o 
1919-20, she was appointed vice-chairman of the Commission on 
Social Service of which Ernestine Friedmann was chairman. Miss 
Friedmann’s survey of industrial conditions in several cities and her 
report: were a valuable background for future work.

In May 1921,> Agatha Harrison arrived in China as Industrial 
Executive. The conditions awaiting the .new industrial secretary are 
best described in her own words• . ,

“My first visit to a cotton mill is buint in on my memory.
large place, working two shifts of twelve hours, seven daVs a week’ 
equipped with modern .English machinery,: with none of the modern 
ameliorating conditions. Primitive sanitary arrangements-an open 
spaed in the middle of the yard was the only convenience as faras 
I could see. The workroom was crowded with people, ranging from 
a few months to seventy years of age. Some 
the machines had bound feet that only measured 
And everywhere children. I., — ,
on boxes asleep, or women sat feeding them, and. you could sca.«i, 
walk for the tiny tots that swarmed the rooms. Some were workup 
hard others seemed to be running round-such attractive httle people 
with’deft hands, who rightly should be playing, Instead, they spend 
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The women’s organizations of Shanghai were also brought together 
to form another strong body of public opinion. A letter from Miss 
Coppock inviting to a meeting members of the American, British, and 
Chinese women’s clubs, together with the Y. W. C. A., resulted in a 
Joint Committee of'Women’s Social Service Clubs being formed to 
which the Y. W. C. A. contributed several members, Miss Harrison 
being chairman. This joint committee during the subsequent eighteen 
months worked on the problem of rousing public opinion against the 
employment of child labor.

In addition to these stated groups, every available means was 
employed,—correspondence and articles in the press, several papers 
giving most generous space; countless interviews with employers and 
managers; consultation with education and public health authorities 
(in particular the Education Commission, in whose report stress was 
again and again laid on training in social science and the need for 
a Bureau of Economic Research), social and industrial forums for 
students, leading up to the World’s Student Christian Federation Con
ference at Peking. This conference was held in April 1922, and was 
one of the landmarks of a notable year. The next was the National 
Christian Conference held in May. . ; <

At th is conf e rence the report al re ady referred to, the result of 
so much detailed, patient work, brought out the urgency of this pro
blem. One section of the report, the industrial, was lifted out of 
the remainder for immediate action, and the whole conference with 
only one dissentient voice recommended the adoption, as a minimum, 
.of the following three-fold labdr standard:

a. No employment of children under twelve full years of age.
b. One day’s rest in seven.
c The safeguarding of the health of workers, for example, limit

ing working hours, improvement of sanitary conditions, in
stallation of safety devices.

Probably only a few realized the immense significance of this 
session, namely, that for the first time in history the official repre
sentatives of the entire Christian forces of a nation were aiming 
a determined blow at the existing industrial order.

Later in the year, following upon visits made by Dr. Sherwood 
Eddy and Miss Mary Dingman, groups were formed in s^rai cities 
to bring united pressure to bear upon local social and industrial 
conditions. J ' ' || ' j 11S > —

Here it may be well to point out why so much of the work 
recorded was carried on apparently outside the aegis of the Y. W. C. A. 
It was Miss Harrison’s strongest conviction from the first that a 
solution of industrial problems, in China as in other countries, was

59 Bi | f
;■ ta.-,k too big for any one organization.. N«t only did it need the 
concerted efforts of all Christian bodies, but of all in any way 
conn^t&I with the situation—employers, workers, educationalists, and 
so on —so that although the mainspring of most of the above move
ments was of Association origin (first in Grace Coppock and after
wards in Miss Harrison) the work was carried on through many 
agencies. . , gKSB

r Among the Association secretariat there was a widespread interest 
in thls new field of work, the student secretaries being among the 
most active workers in the local industrial groups.

1922’ there sailed for ^land^hin^ak- 
| hing of Hongkong, to take up training for industrial work at the 

London School of Economics where a scholarship had been promised 
for three years in succession Zung Wei-tsung, who had attended 
tne International Workers of the World Congress, was now working 
half time in the Industrial Department at headquarters.

Early in the following year a strong plea was sent to the World’s 
, Committee asking for the i elease of Miss Dingman after her visit to 

Australia and New Zealand, to take Miss Harrison’s place in 1924. 
It is interesting to note that the World’s Committee, seeing the 
urgency of the situation, agreed to do this, until such time as a 
permanent secretary-could be found, 7 '

In the early months of 1923 the,^pint committee of the Wpmen’s 
Social Service Club, having for ..more than a year been engaged 
on creating public opinion against the employment of child labor, 
drew up a protest to the Municipal Council. This and subsequent 
letters were published in the Municipal Gazette and, finally, in April 
the Council agreed to appoint a commission to inquire into the con- 
fl'tion of child labor in the settlement. Miss Harrison was appointed 
a member of the commission.

In the last week of March 1923, the Chinese government, partly 
as a result of Jong continued pressure from a small group, partly as 
the result of pressure from the workers, especially in connection 
with the Peking-Hankow Railway strike, issued regulations fcon- 
cermng factories; one of the articles being the prohibition of the 
dbor ot g5rls under tweWe and boys under ten. As a result of 

this, an^several interviews, ope of the leading British firms in 
Wngh^ecided to probit child labor as defined.in the regulations.-xS

All. the winter and spring the Committee on the Relation of the 
Church to China s Economic and Industrial Problems had been work- - 
Al!v°’io9/ePA°/t °obC PtteSen^ National Christian Council in : 
May 1923. Miss Rietveld of the National Y. W. C. A. was one -of 
the secretaries of this committee. The report embodied the followmg 
recommendations:— ■
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That the National Christian Council ap^Jnt a committee to 

carry out the recommendations outlined in this report, and -instruct 
the comm it tee so appointed to takeup the question of a permanent 
.staff, and'report to the National Christian' Council at the earliest 
bgportunityir • ■

2. That the National Christian Council reiterate the recommenda
tion endorsed by the National Conference, May 1922.

3 That the training of leaders of social work be given as strong
consideration as is at present being given in the fields of medicine,, 
education and evangelism, and to that end :— , ?

a. That schools of social science be. developed in connection with 
existing immensities. ,,

- 6. That as fast as possible trained social workers be added to 
* the staff of the Christian institutions which aro, or ought to

be, dealing with the social problems of the people of China, 
and that steps should be taken to secure the services of any 
visitors to this country who have outstanding knowledge and 
experience of the industrial situation in, other countries, such 
as Dame Adelaide Anderson who will be in China gt the 
end of the year.”' .

As a result of the adoption of the Report, a Standing Committee 
on Industrial and Social Problems was formed under the National 
Christian Council and an Industrial Commission appointed. This 
Commission held an all-day session in June, and after careful thought 
decided that the matter of first importance was the education of 
Church members as to their responsibility towards industry as 
consumers, employers or workers. Miss Harrison and Miss Zung 
both formed 'part of the nucleus of this commission and gave much 
time and thought to it and Were later appointed on the group of 
six who were delegated to meet three times a week and carry all the 
executive work of the commission. They were also two o'f the three 
N. C. C. special industrial commissioners, who were to be called 
on by the various local groups for visits and any kind of help 
and adine i

. During the summer and early autumn the strictly Association 
’work along industrial, as along all other lines, centered 'in, preparation 
"for the First National' Convention, to be held ’ in October 4923, A 
bulletin was issued for consideration ’ by the Pre-Convention Com
mittee in every city, explaining the present situation and -Stressing 
two points: (a) The meed for endorsing the National Committee’s 
industrial recommendation of. June 1921 respecting merely palliative 
work, and aiming at 'study and the creation of public'"opinion; (b) the 
need dor the co-operation of all Christian forces, for the Association

of the

Dame

si ’ ~~ 61
to throw itself into the larger work of the Church instead of at
tempting an industrial policy and program of its own. '

A week or two previous to Convention the National Christian 
Council Industrial Commission, very opportunely, had decided to 
send an appeal to the Conventions of the Y. M. C. A. and the Y. W. 
r A. and to other Christian bodies touching the industrial situation, 
urging co-operation amongst all groups tackling this, question and 
a unification of policy and program under the direction of the 
Industrial Commission of the National Christian Council, that being 
their officially constituted central body. At Convention the following 
reply to the appeal of the National Christian Council was unanimously

“The First National Convention of the Y. W. C. A., realizing 
that the workers in China have no opportunity to attain the fulness 
of life, welcomes the appeal from the N. C. C., and is willing to 
co-operate with the council in its effort to solve the social and in
dustrial problems of China.” , / i

As has already been stated, Miss Harrison and Miss Zung (who 
was now giving full time to the Industrial Department) were already 
serving on the National Christian Council Industrial Commission, 
Which was a practical form of co-operation of Christian forces. The 
Y. M. C. A. also were giving the time ,qf their national industrial 
secretary, Mr M. T. Tohou, who was a member of the executive group 
above mentioned, and a special commissioner. • ... • i.

Another successful piece of co-operative work had been in the 
summer school at Tsinanfu in July of that year, when Miss Dingman 
and Miss Zung lectured on industrial history and kindred subjects. 
Their classes had been so much appreciated that the Y.W. C. A. 
was immediately asked to co-operate again the following year.

The end of the year, then, ’saw the work of the Y. W. C. A. 
National Industrial Department merged almost entirely in the work 
of other bodies; Miss Zung was giving her time to the National 
Christian Council Commission; in November she spent three weeks 
visiting smaller centers in Chekiang Province, and December and 
January were given entirely as an National Christian Council Special 
Commissiontotheworkofthe Shanghai LocakJnffusmaLCommittee,, 
engaged at that time in legislative and educational efforts. N iss 
Harrison was dividing her time between th'e National Christian Coun
cil Industrial Commission add the Child Labor Co ion 
Shanghai Municipal Council. , / <-m. n •

At the beginning of December arrived in Shanghai, _ 
Adelaide Anderson, late principal lady inspector of factories o 
the home office. London. Dame Adelaide’s thirty years intimate 
experience of industrial conditions, her expert knowledge of legisla
tion and of individual experiments, and above all her intense human
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* A sub-committee of the Shanghai Industrial Committee appointed under the 
National Christian Council, with "members drawn from colleges, social centres, 
government and mission educational associations, the Y.M. and Y.W C.A. •
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is as fascinating as it is discouraging. The dreadful need and the 
hopelessness of filling it is depressing, but, in a sense, intriguing. Nothing 
can be as hopeless as this looks—a perfect vicious circle, and no one to 
cut it. No factory legislation, no compulsory education, no schools if 
there were laws, no money for schools, no trained teachers for schools; 
and even if there were these things, practically no factory parent willing 
to let his' child leave the factory for school, because the child’s tiny 
earnings are needed to keep the family from sinking even farther below 
the minimum standard of living. And apparently the employer willing 
to pay adults a wage on which they can live without having the six, 
seven or eight year olds working. ■

A living wage one would say was the crux of the matter; but so 
is the need of money for schools a crux, though that is more easily 

■ solved. The lack of teachers is serious because it will take more good 
normal schools and some years to produce them. Another serious 
problem is that part of Shanghai is governed by foreigners and part 
by Chinese and they ‘do not work very harmoniously together. In 
the case of factory and educational legislation, they both with one 
accord resort to the same subterfuge that “the Chinese can’t do any 
thing because the foreigners won’t, and the foreigners can’t do anything 
because the Chinese won’t”—-much as they would both like to, of 
course!

This is the situation that the Committee on Education for Industrial 
Workers*  found confronting it when it began its work in January 
1923. I have spent a good deal of my time in the past year on the work 
of this committee. After a year and some months, we can hardly say 
that the situation is much changed. The Committee made several rough 
surveys of industrial» sections of the city, to find out the approximate 
number of workers, and the number of children under 14. In one 
large industrial center, there were found about 37,000 workers, and 
of these 5,750 were under 14 years of age. As a general thing, we 
found about one-sixth of the factory population was under 14 years. 
Education for these child workers seemed the most pressing need, 
not only because of the benefit to the future, but because if a possibility 
of providing schools for the children could be discovered, that would 
strengthen the hands of those who were trying to get legislation pro
hibiting child labour. They are constantly met by the criticism that if 
the children are put out of the factories, there are no schools for them 
to go to, and no mother at home to look after them, so they are better 
off in the factory. So because of the urgency of schools for children, 
the committee decided to confine its efforts to trying to procure education 
for factory workers under 14 years. . /



Then came the old question of the best line of attack.. Should a 
model school, for a limited number, say 200 children, be started as a 
private enterprise, or should the city government be roused t0 C1^ 
responsibility to provide education for these children. Shgld Ju”ds 
be asked from the public,. the etAyer, both? y^houid the 
schools be inside, the factories, or outside? ■-

It would probably have been possible to secure funds for a model 
school’ and to get some more enlightened employer to release some 
children half time. We estimated the cost for a school providing 
for 200 children—100 m the morning and 100 m the afternoon—and 
found that it could be done very well for $2,500. Mex. a year 
Several members of the committee felt it would be wise to open such 
a school, the city might have contributed part of the funds, and if 
it were successful it woidd be a spur to other organizations unti t.w
city was Willing tow take it? over. - Besides it. would be an actual be- 
ginning, a demonstration, something one could see and something th

public could see. for the- 
reformers of the industrial system as all talk and no deeds. ow e . 
the plan t was finally turned down, partly because of the expense o 
duplicating it ■ for the thousands of children, ?nd partly because r. 
was feared that if such a school- was founded 
would later be difficult to make the city take responsibility for it. ■ d 
have always been son y that the; committe^ did not try be ^ho ? 
Not only would it have been a concrete beginning,. but it had the 
advantage of being the kind of , concrete thing that would not hav 
blocked a wider, or more public enterprise.

' When the committee came to consider ways and means of rousing 
the city government to its responsibility, if found scores of difficulties. 
For one thing, the Municipal Council had stated that it had no obligation 
to provide education for children of Chinese tax payers so it was not 
likely that it would be moved to do so for factory ch,Idren who » 
■parents paid almost no taxes -since most of them live outside the c<; 
.Smits and come in for work in the factory. For another thing the 
Council had said that it did not see its way clear to the 
of child labour, and a system of education would mean at lea t on > 
half time labour for children. Since members of the Council we. _ 
largely the employers of labour, it is easy to see why such a schoo

S^iteiitiwuld nor appeal » them; Besides many of ««
M<meil are’foreigners) do mot believe in,educatingrlje£:h>ne^.Tht

Council had appointed a General Education Commission in 1922, ai 
its leport was due early in 1924 - Members of our committee interviewee
members of this commission, hoping to get some rec°”1“eJdatl?}S < 
factory children’s education. When the report was published m Mauk 
1924, it contained the following statement.

J||? - 6 5 - |J
Child Labour: The Commission views with the greatest concern 

he employment of children of tender years in the Factories and Mills 
; of the Shanghai International .Settlement.

It considers such employment as highly detrimental to the physical, 
moral, and intellectual well-being of the children, and feels assured that 
the Council will do all in its power to remedy the situation.

The Commission suggests that the co-operation of mill and factory 
owners should be sought by the Council for the establishment of educa
tional,.facilities for

(a) Children who are too young to go to work in the mills where 
f the parents themselves are at work: ;

(b) And, if possible; .children employed, in the mills; which might 
be accomplished either by means Of night schools, or, in the event of 
the. “half-time” system being introduced as regards children, schools 
to which this class of children would go as “half-timers,” i.e., work in

I the morning and school in the afternoon and vice versa or such other 
■system as may be- found practicable.”

While such a recommendation was not ideal, it was mo're than most J 
, of us had expected from this semi-official commission. Whether it will 

be acted on is still doubtful, -since a great deal of space was taken u,p 
in the report saying that after all the Council had no responsibility in 
the matter of Chinese education; Mild as it was in its suggestions for 
a few more schools for the children of the Chinese'tax payers, the 
report when published called forth a storm of criticism, and letters 
were written to the papers urging that no more money be spent on 
Chinese education. Factory education as such has not been mentioned, 
probably because every one is waiting for the report of the Child Labor 
Commission of the Shanghai Municipal Council. : . * i

After the Education Commission report was published, the,; Com
mittee on Education for Chinese Workers wrote to the Child Labor , ‘ 
Commission of the Shanghai Municipal Council asking that they endorse 
■these recommendations The Child Labor Commission has not yet 

.reported but whatever their report may be, it will certainly be a 
start on reform. On that subject, at least, enough public opinion is 
aroused to demand some action. Something will be done on education, 
and our committee can perhaps influence public opinion enough to see 
that the greater number of children get some education. In the curriculum 
we had planned for the model school, there was a good deal of tie
creation and health work which I hope can be introduced into whatever 
system comes into being. The girls especially need it, after hours of 
monotonous work-. The hours these children work average twelve a 
day or a night. ... ■ .

One can hardly imagine what a change this factory life brings to 
the women and girls who come from their country homes. The men
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The convention marked the close of a long era of preparatory 
work done under the auspices of foreign boards and foreign workers. 
As long ago as 1899 the Association was asked to begin work in 
China, and secretaries were sent, a few at first, and later in in
creasing numbers as the work grew. The development and spread of 
the movement has been increasing steadily, particularly since 1908, until 
now there are more than 90 student Associations with a membership 
of approximately 6,000 ahd flourishing centres in Shanghai, Nanking 
Hangchow, Foochow, Canton, Hongkong, Changsha, Tientsin, Peking, 
Tsinanfu, Chengtu, and Mukden. The new centres, Chefoo and Tsing ■ 
tao, are beginning a lively program of pre-organizatfon work, and 
Hankow and Amoy are interested to begin work as soon as sufficiently 
wide-spread enthusiasm is manifested. These city centres have an 
approximate combined membership of 2,000.

At the time of organization, there were 85 foreign secretaries and 
'65 Chinese secretaries on the staff of the country- The proportion 
between foreign and Chinese workers is steadily shifting in favor 
of a predominance of Chinese workers. The national committee, 
which has proceeded with its work by self-appointment, has been 
.hanging in its personnel from foreign to Chinese, and the new 
national board as elected at the convention has but seven foreign 
members in a total membership of forty-six. It is truly a' time of 
“taking-over” by the Chinese.

No one who sat in that convention could doubt but that the; 
Chinese were taking over the responsibility-jfor the Y. W. C. A. in 
China. When the program was made, the westerners: had deliberately 
held back on their instinctive plans for a full program. Chinese 
secretaries at headquarters also felt , that it would be a mistake to 
ask Chinese women to talk business all day long for a.week. Ac
cordingly, the afternoons were kept open for .social features of the; 
program and aS time developed certain changes in the program that 
made necessary slight encroachment on the free afternoons, there was 
great regret and uncertainty in the minds of the pre-convention com- ■■ 
mittee. But did the delegates object ? They said, “We have not left 
our homes and come all these miles to play. We. came to work,” 
and they carried a program at that convention that would be worthy 
of any group of convention-sophisticated westerners. - It was a work
ing Convention!

Conventions are a new idea in China, and one would not predict 
that they would be entirely consistent with the thorough arid’leisurely 
minded Oriental methods. Moreover, this was the first time that any 
large gathering of Chinese women has • ever taken place, for any 
purpose. A few years ago it would have been, impossible to collect 
a gioup of Chinese women from such a distance, for any purpose. ' 
Their, families would not understand why they should leave homer,
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had always gone out somewhat, blit the women seldom 
and’ practically never left their village.' Here they 
a factory with strangers, associating with men ; in 
fashion. Instead of Staying eternally in their homes, 
thirteen hours out of twenty-four. They are shut in
machinery, they who have never known noise, and never seen a power- 
driven machine. Their fingers must make incessant quick motions to 
keep up with the machines, when all their ancestors made slow, 
unhurried, leisurely motions. It is a revolution in their physical, moral 
and 'mental lives;

And what is there to help them meet the change? No explanations 
of the new life except how to keep from catching their finger in the 
unknown being they watch over all day. Where did it come fpom? 
Where does the cotton go ? Why is the foreigner almighty ? Where 
will her six weeks old baby lying in a basket under her machine be 
when she is twenty? No answer to any of these questions

Other people may have some satisfactory answers gleaned from the 
teachings of Buddha, of Confucius, or Jesus. She has hardly heard 
the names of the great Teachers, and if she had a library of theii 
works not a word could she read. She cant write her name. The 
rice dealer can sell her a catty of rice for 8 cents, when plainly 
written on the- rice is “6 1/2 cents a catty.” She doesn’s know the 
difference. One could get along in the old life, but in, this one, one 
has to know something or one loses out However, what is the use 
of worrying? One can’t learn anything with thirteen hours away at 
work,-—housework and meals and children to look after and sleep 
to be snatched in the other eleven

After all, this life is\i—-_ - . „
street-cars, flaring posters, a movie once a year, 
the children can earn too There’s a certain independence 
30 cents a day. Her husband certainly has to recognize 
After; all, one wouldn’t change back to the old life in the

Christian Associations of China was formally organized. China then, 
became a fully-pledged member of the World Association and adds 
her eight thousand members tp the vast membership in which the 
women of so many nations are bound together. -
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of Mandarm the discussion proceeded. There were miracles in intor- 
I pretation. The chatrman. Fan Yu-jung and the vice-chairman. Ruth

Ji..ng. spoke both in Mandann and English. Theresa Severin of 
.mneriea and Ingeborg Wikander of Sweden spoke in both languages

I distric s “lt '" °' '',e S'"etaries fro"> the Mandarin-speaking
d.stncts. It was interesting to hear Michi Kawai. of Japan speak 

tv X’teTea-iOn intoMa"da™ hy Ruth Cheng, a Chinese.' 
Jlth aH this handicap of interpretation, it might be exoec^ed 

Uat there would be a danger ’of disintegration of thought That 
did not happen. 1here was a remarkable fusion of purpose, of ideals

I el convection on the essential points in the organization of work 
a d d frieudIy spirit of tolerance and freedom in the plans for 

i carrying out that c^ttefe^ Although
I ot one race they came from districts so widely scattered and so 
I uTt ? a'ed t.hat, they nilght ahnost be said to have developed in- 
| dividual racial characteristics within the race, yet they were of 
I • ' J”'.n < n ? e needs ot China’s women and the place of the Y W 
■ C. A., in working to satisfy those needs.
Lv TJ CJtraI;the"qe of the Conference, was "What can the Young 

dX Ah'^ d° f°r the giHs and wotnen of China
I dda k • d,scuss,oiqs hung on . that question, no matter how far 
Iaheld theywander Jnto.methods and. meati5 of Tendering 

fl e P?X°Se °f the Associatiojq fully, expresses the whole
I spirit of their deliberations :
I A To unite> e^tabllsh and develop the Young Women’s Christian 
|Association^ of China, to share in the work,of the World’s Young 
I V omen s Christian Association, to< advance the spiritual, mental - 

order to co-operate with
I the church in leading women to attain fulness of life in -the Saviour 

Jesus and in helping bring in the Kingdom of God on earth.” ' I i 
I , n"framqng tlw? PurP°se there was interesting discussion of the 
in M°na°i Association | the Of and a strong desire evidenced 
L end t le Associatlon work with the work of the church whenever 

ip5 ° the. Associatlc>n 111 a community just for organization s sake. 
J note of co-operation was an insistent one. Over and over again 

I 1 e was a conviction for the support of the church in a community 
Jogram or for the support of existing agencies designed to 
jcommunity needs.

The international mind of the convention was another featunfe 
| ■ merits reman^^g^ wen^Ore but thc^fcre heavilS 

r^ T^^Xe retable to reflect on,, the fact that one 
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• enthusiasm and the conviction that |
progressive and with the u to-day. . The majority 1
characterizes the students o from homes and many of
of the delegates, however, were ‘ experience. One who
them were mature women of long Ch"X„ by commitment, yet 
had travelled the fartherest is no establish this Christian force 
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plan evolved to meet the dia . discussed the Constitution 
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iu^veral ope-hour meetmg^ei^Ae report ,n
opinions and suggestions we dia|«ct interpreters met for
business session. Small g P' iation work> Such as religion
discussion of special progra j their opinions and
education, industrial wor > s ’ q’ h Convention in f«n 
recommendations were brought in turn to the V



in the minority so far as assertion of opinion was concerned. It 
was a Chinese convention, and yet the idea of international fellow
ship pervaded the group.

Perhaps the internationalism so strongly evident in the Y. W. 
C. A. of China is the result of the plan by which secretaries of so 
many countries have come to serve on the staff during these early 
years of preparation and organization. The Convention passed re
solutions of gratitude to those countries who sent money and personnel 
for the work here, and showed no evidence of a desire that foreigners 
be withdrawn from the secretarial staff. A new department of work 
was established by action of the Convention, namely for the training 
of Chinese secretaries. Such a plan will facilitate, the work of the 
local centres by providing them with workers already familiar with 
Association ideals and methods. It will also have the effect of 
opening a new profession to Chinese women on a scale that will soon 
make itself felt among the younger generation of college-trained 
,women who wish to live and work in modern ways.

The interest manifested in the home and its problems and develop
ment along the lines of modern science and thought, was naturally 
emphasized in a group of Chinese women. The questions of hygiene, 
child care, religious education and recreation in the home, even 
•decoration, food values, all these had their turn in the discussions 
at one point or another and there was an expressed desire for im
mediate help both in the form of an annual Better Homes Campaign 
in each local centre, in the request for printed material and articles 
in The Green Year Magazine and in an i nte r est ing request to the 
National Christian Education Association that they help to promote 
the inclusion of a course in home-making in both girls’ and boys’ 
schools.

That one problem 01 the home that is China s sorrow, concubinage, 
was inevitably a part of the discussions. By vote of the Convention, 
it is recommended that each Association write into its purpose a 
statement that the Association take a definite stand against the system 
of concubinage and that every member do all in her power to further 
this purpose. It was further voted that a Commission be appointed 
by the National Committee, in consultation with the religious edu
cation, city and student departments, for the study of this problem 
and that the Young Men’s Christian Association be asked to appoint 
a similar commission :to work with the' commission from the Y. W. 
C A. on the study and on methods of attack of the problem.

These few pages are not by any means the Whole story of the Con
vention. One could go on and on with a recital of this feature, 
an interpretation of that. The real story will be told, however, in 
separate chapters that will be lived, not written, all over China by 
those delegates who travelled down to Shanghai and on to Hang

chowfor.^conference together and the business of Organization. 
The next contention is^sgOor 1926. \ Wifh three years to go and 
the impulse that was acquired by the success of this convention, 
added to the inherent convictions that made the first convention .come 
true, one looks for the next three years to bring about in China 
even greater things than have happened within the Association in 
the- past- , , » ’ a ’ I -4.n

With Chinese leadership both in staff and boards increasing in 
numbers and in responsibility, and with the firm spirit of service 
that expresses itself in alliance wih the church and with all agencies 
of social purpose, and the fundamental attitude that to lose one’s 
life is to find it,' the Young Women’s Christian Association of China 
takes its place with its sister organizations in the world fellowship 
that by its friendship has brought it into being. g .

The picturesque elements of life in China were elaborately em
broidered over the experience of Convention. Two special cars wrere 
attached to a regular train, and the delegates travelled down together 
from Shanghai. Many of them had been with friends in Shanghai, 
others had accepted the offered hospitality of the Shanghai Associa
tion in finding accommodations for the days spent here. Everyone 
came early to the train, according to Chinese custom, and there was 
plenty of time for a picture of the delegates on the platform and 
a picture of the train withits bold white banner which announced 
in two languages that this was.the first national convention of the 
Y. W. C. A. on : its way to Hangchow. The traffic manager of the 
railroad, with his wife and baby, came to see the train start, and y 
halfway down the line the traffic manager from the other end got 
bn and rode in friendly fashion with the delegates, ate their chest
nuts and helped to organize the confusion of arrival.

The committee of the Hangchow Association, together with some i 
of the Y. M. C. A. staff, had provided a flock of rickshas and each 
delegate manoeuvered her own baggage to the dusky corner where the 
rickshas waited. It was a dramatic moment when all were seated 
apd the process ion started. Through the streets of Hangchow in 
single procession, one hundred and more women were drawn by 
shouting, grunting coolies. The warning cry of the coolie in Hang
chow is constantly on his lips, and there is no chance of making an 
inconspicuous arrival in Hangchow! One hundred womeir, mostly 
Chinese, riding in a line with richshas piled with baggage, would 
be conspicuous anywhere in China. It is not often they travel abroad 
without their families. , i v

The convention was held in a Chinese hotel on the shores of 
West-Lake, famous as a pleasure place for kings and poets and all 
beauty-loving Chinese.;., The' greater part of two sections and one 
court were reserved for the' Convention, guests. Meals were served'
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in: a suite of several rooms, hung with posters and pictures sent as 
exhibit from the several Associations. A business office, a book 
room where the publications of the Y. W.‘C. A. and other Chiistiaii

' publishing houses' of China were displayed with a general exhibit 
showing the scope of the Association work to date, and a large 
room for the general meetings, comprised the setting. The large 
room would ordinarily be the reception lobby, but pewter altar set 
and scroll of the patron god of the hotel were removed and in their 
place were great gold paper characters against a red curtain, wheii'.c 
blazed the question, day by day. hat can the. Y. W. C. A. do for 
the girls and women of China to-day?” Crossed flags, made ci 
brocaded silk in red and-white, carried the welcome of the Hangchow 
Y.W.C.A. in black velvet characters. On the wall hung complimen
taryscrolls, gold characters oil Chinese pink, presented by Hangchow 
friends. In contra st, the ad vertising poster s of the book-room gave 
a modern touch, and as the tempo of the Convention increased and s 
resolutions were up for vote, there appeared the less. beautiful but 
equally Chinese because so practical, large sheets : of wh ite paper 
with huge black characters splashed on without regard for the J 
nicety of. line and curve that is the pride of the Chinese artist and 
writer. f ‘ 1 ‘ ' w v •*  t 3. | < 1

The new-comer to China would have been disturbed at; the J 
curiosity of the hotel servants, their propensities for loud talking .; 
about their work just outside the door of the Convention room 
during the morning devotion or in the m iddle of some address 01 
discussion. It did- not disturb the Chinese greatly, and. foreigners 
soon learned to “not hear’’ as the Chinese do not hear.
j Tea in the court was a feature of each morning and afternoon 
progress, and the fifteen-minute break for buffet refreshment was a 
wise provision. , -o 1 ~ ‘ ‘

There were some social hours, when the. delegates rode out in 
rickshas to visit the• temples in :the hills surrounding the lake, or in ' 
bt.ats to visit the famous places along its shores. There was one- 
moonlight excursion to a hill where the Chinese have gone at certain 
phases of the moon to look out oil the beauty of that lake and these ; 
hills, than which there is nothing lovelier in all China. The Chines', 
have a saying, ‘Above is heaven, below is Hangchow. and on a 
moonlight night one is surer than ever of the truth in that saying.

There were other excursions to the shops of Hangchow,—ano. 
if one judged by. the amount and variety of the things taken away by 
the delegates, one would have said that there could have been no - 
time for Convention business. The Chinese are most particular about 
the custom of taking gifts to relatives and friends. The Hangchow 
umbrella is especially attractive. Surely there were no less than |

. five hundred umbrellas taken out of Hangchow by the delegates. J
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There is a valley near the lake where wonderful tea is grown,—tea 
that was drank by the Emperor in bygone days. There were great 
bundles of tea taken out of Hangchow for the friends of the delegates 
back home. There were baskets of all sizes and discript ions,—enough 
of the tiny ones to stock all the. church fairs in China for a year to 
come, and enough of the big ones to hold the innumerable pur
chasesofthe delegates. The station platform when the day for 
departure came, was a picture equal to any refugee scene! Foreigners 
end Chinese alike were prepared with Hangchow cutlery, Hangchow 
persimmons, Hangchow umbrellas and all the rest for Christmas 
and all the holidays to come. They were tired but triumphant, for 
they had established the Young Women’s Christian Association as 
a national movement in China, and they had seen one of the be
loved cities of China, and they were prepared with the gracious 
•argument of gifts, to persuade the family at home that a Convention 
of women is a good thing and ought to be repeated.

LEADERSHIP OF THE FUTURE

Jane Shaw Ward (America) ’ Shanghai
In China to-day, missionaries and Chinese Christians alike are 

hoping, working, praying towards a time when the Christian move
ment in China may become truly “indigenous.” The word is used 
to conjure with, and numerous projects are launched in its name.

As various plans are considered, inducements offered and pressure 
applied, in order to hasten the Chinese Christian movements into 
“indigenousness” (why not a noun to that useful adjective?), a large 
measure of success can be hoped for only if we are reasonably, 
agreed as to what we mean by the term as we apply it to Chinese 
Christian institutions. Yet the widely different methods we are using 
in order to attain the desired end, would indicate a lack as yet of 
fundamental agreement as to its significance. To some an indigenous 
church means, apparently, one in which the Chinese themselves raise 
and control the church funds; to some, that they raise some funds 
locally and control all moneys whether raised here or “at home.” 
To some a local institution locally administered is indigenous; others 
again Use the term to point towards a time when Chinese men and 
women shall control the institution concerned, direct its policies; 
disburse its funds, and determine the appointments ph the field of 
both Chinese and foreign workers. To yet others the term means 
the striving toward something far more deep-reaching, and more 
difficult of definition and attainment.

As ideas are developing and changing, the meaning we attach to 
?. word must also be allowed to change. A definition is nevertheless 



often helpful in clarifying our thought. Ope simple and accurate 
definition of “indigenous” is “native-born,” and with this our thoughts 
are turned at once from the idea of power and control to some
thing vital, organic, creative.

At heart, a movement to be indigenous must partake of the quali
ties and genius of the people among whom it is developing. If it 
originates within the country, it will grow up to embody the racial 
characteristics of the people of the land. If the movement is brought 
in from without, the hope that it may become an organic part of 
the country’s life is in inverse proportion to the extent to which 
foreign technique, method and control exercise a moulding and direct
ing influence over its development. For a movement to become crea
tively indigenous is a process of growth—intangible, usually slow, 
and by its very nature one that cannot be directed, and must nor 
be pushed and hurried, from without. The criticism may seem elusive 
and nebulous. But the truly indigenous development of a movement 
introduced from abroad is an illusive, intangible thing. It cannot 
be measured or stated in terms of bricks and mortar, of dollars and 
cents, or even of authority and control.

LeSt ■ we be tempted to feel that this meaning for the term 
involves us in a passive and half hopeless attitude towards the future 
of Christianity in China, let us at once recognise the fact that Chris
tianity will hold a powerful place in China’s life before it becomes 
truly indigenous. Moreover history is continually giving us en
couragement regarding the way in which, as time passes, a religion 
may become typically expressive of national genius and yet keep its 
own essential characteristics. The truths of Christ’s teaching are 
universal, and so simple and fundamental that they may Become a part 
of any civilization and find their expression in forms and philosophic 
formulae natural to any race. As an illustration we may consider how 
wholly Christianity, which, is Oriental in its physical origin, has be
come a part of the civilization of" the West. It is true indeed that our 
Western civilisation, though it has been .'incalculably altered by Chris
tian thought, is not Christian; but it is also true that the ways m 
which we have organised and interpreted Christianity an? essentially 
Western. We have created a Christian movement indigenous to 
the West Until the Chinese and other Eastern races have absorbed 
the. principles of Christianity'' and interpreted them into Oriental 
terms of phlosophy, organization and living, the infinite possibilities 
of Christ’s message and life will be only partially revealed and re
cognized. ; ' ?.

Are we in danger then of delaying this development because we 
are propogating, not Christianity itself but our Western version of 
it ? Is there any danger that we shall set China’s thought of the 
Christian religion in a Western mould? Probably there is no such
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danger; but we are all realising that in the immediate present, 
delay and loss may result from a mistaken or shortsighted policy 
regarding Western missions in the East. For race, and race character
istics, are mysterious things, and if by indigenous we mean that 
which expresses in an organic way the nature and life of the 
nation concerned, then as we deal With Christian institutions in China 
in their slow growth, one of our most real, and sometimes one of 
our most difficult, services to our cause will be to exercise over 
ourselves, and over our home-boards and the home-bases, a deliberate; 
and conscious control.

This 1 s not to exp res s a f ea r that the West will Westernise the 
millions of China. The- race characteristics; present and potential, 
ct the great slow-moving masses of this land are, for good or ill. 
beyond the reach of present-day Western pressure and efficiency. 

. his however is not true in the same way of the Christian movement. 
• Recently a young Chinese man. an acknowledged leader among 
china’s Christian young people, stated that he felt that there was 
a very serious question as to whether the forms ot religious organisa
tioninto Which Christianity has set in the West, can ever become 
indigenous to the Orient; whether Christianity, without a complete 
break with Western forms and institutions'; can ever become an 
organic part of the'-country’s national life, and express for the people 
at large the true genius in China. This question, seriously asked, 
gives us to pause. Everywhere we who are foreign Christian workers 
are thinking and re-thinking our duty, and deeply troubled, are try
ing to find our new place in the changed conditions of work on the 
mission field. -

At the heart of the problem lies the question as to how the 
Christian enterprise can take a characteristically Chinese form! while 
foreigners are carrying large responsibilities within it. For softie 
the problem would be solved by deciding that the foreigner has as 
his sole responsibility the sharing of the Christian good news, that 
chen he has gathered a small group of converts, he should go on 
and leave them to develop their own forms, interpretations and ex
pressions. Let us not, in these days of uncertainty, be too sure that 
this solution is wholly wrong. But those of us who cannot see 
>he problem so simply, certain more or less negative aspects stand 
out boldly.

It isimpossible to state them briefly without- appearing to ex
aggerate the facts in certain directions and to slur them in others. 
-Cut the attempt to get them before our minds is interesting, even 
though it will appear to many a very partial, perhaps an unfair, 
presentation. The problem is many sided. To cons ide r it adequately 
would be to study into mission work, in ail its forms and activities. 
But the statement of one or two outstanding factors may stimulate 



others to a deeper and more far-reaching study and presentation of . 
the subject.

■ ; When miss ion work . begins, it is appa rent ly necessary that fore- - 
igners should occupy the places of first responsibility. In Christian 
work ’m'UtfinU, .they have held great power,—till fairly recently, 
the balance of power. It is true to-day that in many missions 
final responsibility is being given to Chinese leaders. But to hand 
over to a grqup of ^Chinese employees. and board-members the . ad
ministration of an organisation set up along Western lines, will not 
always entirely meet the difficulty. Under the pressure of carrying 
on activities already in motion, their programs are usually so 
crowded that little time is left for concentrated thought. And much 
time and quiet concentration are needed on the part of a Chinese 
board or staff if they are to re-think the organizations, policies, and 
modes of expression of the work in hand, in order to direct its growth 
along lines characteristically Chinese.

The problem is further complicated by the fact that a considerable 
number of the younger Chinese leaders have spent their most forrru 
tive years under strong Western influence, and, when ready to take 
up work, have been placed in positions of great responsibility in 
institutions whose type and methods are already set and establishes 
in a Western mould. One is often surprised and deeply impressed 
by the fine way in which ■ many of these young people, without 
lowering the essential standards of Christian living, have refound 
their old friendships, and have become quickly and truly a part of 
home and family life. But for others, especially for those who 
immediately on graduation have accepted responsibility in some 
institution of Western type, and even more especially for those: who 
have made their home on the campus or within the institution, this 
situation is more difficult, and it may be several years before the; 
become in national interest, sympathy, fellowship and understanding, 
real factors in the development along Chinese lines of any institu
tion or movement. - ’ . ,

Moreover even when much has been entrusted to Chinese leader^, 
missionaries still remain as “advisors,” “senior workers, and. re
presentatives of those powerful bodies abroad which are able, and 
sometimes willing, to impose rigid and often thoroughly Wester- 
terms as the condition of their contributions of money and mis
sionaries. - . Not infrequently these terms and conditions are framed 
with the express purpose of encouraging the movement to become 
indigenous. That “indigenous,” and self-supporting” are sometimes 
used :.as synonyms indicates the extent ;to which we ^ye ; coftfffsed 

'^'nancial responsibility with creative self-direction.
A further complication is not-infrequently introduced into the 

situation. A board, or group of specialists “at home”, recognise

evolved such a plan

more
more
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some outstanding need in China, and undertake to meet it. Because 
they want to go forward only if they are sure the plan commands 
the support of the Chinese,” they devise a scheme whereby such 

support must be secured before the contribution is made. Often 
China has greatly benefited by such understandings. It is neverthe- 
wS +trUe 4hat tOt. challenge a Chinese board on terms framed in the 
West, and to have the terms accepted and met/ may make the 
movement concerned more independent,’ more, self-supporting, 
successful, biit&t does not by any mean/ necessarily mfeke it 
indigenous. Indeed the result may be the exact opposite. . '

Frequently the building, the equipment and the program 
possiW'by si^ offWWSBfte dist^»\un-Chi&e. The 
proposed may, for example, be inherently American or British.

' country of lts ’ if maj have many virtues, and yet 
China it may cut across unseen lines of social development or 
spiritual tendency; left to themselves Chinese leaders would not have 
evolved such a plan. But they are very busy men and women.: they 
are working at Western tempo, in an . organisation built along - 
Western lines, and when they are faced with a brilliant offer and 
asked to make a speedy decision, they do not find time to think 
deeply into the philosophy of possible results. However; a group 
needs great courage to refuse a possible benefit to a work they care 
about, even though they feel that the occasion is untimely or the offer 
somewhat ‘ inappropriate.

In another case the acceptance of a plan which i^itself is % 
way opposed to natural Chinese development, may bring about ' 
undesirable results. The pressure of a demand for immediate, gener
ous and enthusiastic Chinese response ip . time and effort, may 
seriously affect plans that have developed slowly and are maturing 
in natural and encouraging? Tp- drop these, or to lay thetQl 
aside for a period of time in order to' meet this crisis—in order to 
rise- in response to this splendid clWHenge,—may be what/fhe 
group at that moment needs.' It may'on the other hand, be dis
astrous to what might have been a more normal and far'more long- 
fibred development.

Or sometimes, when' the organisation c&tcerned is considered as 
an isolated body, the offer.is wholly for its good.’ Yet its accept- I 
ance may be undesirable because conditions will be created which " 
are harmful to other movements developing in the same community. ■

The plea may be made that there is no Coercion, and that in all 
such cases the offer should be refused. True—but it is asking a 
great deal of practical-minded men and women to refuse a shining 
temptation fur abstract and theoretical reasons.- , -3”’

We have brought into China with Christianity, 
organisational forms of the West, and we demand much from Chinese



leaders when we ask that within such organisations they shall develop 
ideas, methods and expressions distinctively touched with the slow, 
deep-moving, contemplative Chinese genius. Because of the difficul
ties already inherent in the situation, it seems unwise to add the 
spasmodic pressure of these specially created crises.

Other aspects of the difficulties we have created and are now 
facing, are illustrated by a consideration of the whole question of 
building and equipment. So far in mission woyk, an overwhelming 
percentage of our buildings are of a purely Western type. Inherent in 
them are Western implications regarding methods of work and 
forms of life. That many of the more recent of these buildings have 
been paid for wholly or in part by Chinese money does not at this 
point affect the argument. Such buildings convey to the Chinese 
men and women who see them an exotic, “foreign” conception of 
the religion they , represent. They are., also bound to exert, over those 
who use them, an intangible but .ever-present influence which will 
definitely affect the forms and types of activity that take place within 
their walls. Other illustrations could be brought forward of our 
fumbling attempts to hurry . -into existence that which may grow 
quickly, but must grow from' within..

The situation indeed has increasingly its encouraging > side. 
Churches are developing original forms and types of work and wor
ship; individuals are expressing Christianity in ways inspired, by 
their own creative thought; Not infrequently in the past such deve
lopments have been frowned upon as “not in line with bur policies.” 
To-day they are often welcomed as an expression of that very 
spirit after which we are .seeking.
ifi We foreigners in China recognize that by the very nature of the 
case we cannot originate the indigenous developments we long'for. 
We are schooling ourselves not to force Christian living; into, Western 
moulds. And to this self-control we are fain to add a vision delicately 
sensitive to, recognize and encourage the beginnings' of really in
digenous developments, whenever they shall appear.




